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Abstract

Evaporation, pervaporation, and forward osmo-
sis are processes leading to a mass transfer of
solvent across an interface: gas/liquid for evap-
oration and solid/liquid (membrane) for per-
vaporation and osmosis. This review provides
comprehensive insight into the use of these pro-
cesses at the microfluidic scales for applications
ranging from passive pumping to the screening
of phase diagrams and micromaterials engineer-
ing. Indeed, for a fixed interface relative to the
microfluidic chip, these processes passively in-
duce flows driven only by gradients of chemi-
cal potential. As a consequence, these passive-
transport phenomena lead to an accumulation
of solutes that cannot cross the interface and
thus concentrate solutions in the microfluidic
chip up to high concentration regimes, possi-
bly up to solidification. The purpose of this re-
view is to provide a unified description of these
processes and associated microfluidic applica-
tions to highlight the differences and similarities
between these three passive-transport phenom-
ena.
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1 Introduction

The term microfluidics generally refers to the
science and toolbox for manipulating fluids
in networks of microfabricated channels with
cross-sectional dimensions ranging from a few
microns to a few hundred microns.1 The first
microfluidic technologies emerged in the 1990s,
motivated in particular by the development of
miniaturized analysis systems, the concept of
micro total analysis systems (µTAS).2 Over the
past 20 years, research aimed at developing
original microfluidic systems and their use for
both fundamental science and advanced appli-
cations has blossomed, and there is now a lot
of proofs of concept and tangible applications,
particularly in biology, chemistry and material
science. As an example, the Web Of Science
database currently lists nearly 60 000 articles
with the word microfluidic in their topic. We
refer the reader to a short list of reviews3–11
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that provide an overview of different aspects of
this vast scientific and technological field.

The benefits of miniaturization go far be-
yond handling very small volumes of liquid
(fL–µL) which is nonetheless particularly rel-
evant for biochemical applications; indeed, typ-
ical microfluidic length scales (1–100 µm) offer
an unequaled control of the transport phenom-
ena (mass, momentum, and energy) mainly be-
cause flows are dominated by viscous forces.12,13

Such a fine control, associated with new phe-
nomena related to the high surface/volume ra-
tio and coupled with local measurements, per-
mits a fresh look on many physicochemical and
chemical engineering issues. In this context, the
present review aims to demonstrate how the mi-
crofluidic toolbox combined with evaporation,
pervaporation, and osmosis processes enables
applications as diverse as passive pumping and
solute concentration, or even the engineering of
advanced micromaterials and the dynamic ex-
ploration and manipulation of soft matter sys-
tems.

1.1 Passive mass transport

Most microfluidic applications rely on exter-
nal forces and fields to drive liquid flows in-
side microchannel networks: pressure sources
such as mechanical pumps, electric or mag-
netic fields, centrifugal forces, acoustic waves,
etc.12 Interestingly, liquid flows can also be
passively driven into microfluidic chips, i.e.,
without the need for external power source,
for instance using gravity or capillary action.14

Among passive-flow mechanisms, those driven
by chemical-potential gradients, referred to as
passive mass transport15 are key for many phe-
nomena because gradients are ubiquitous in Na-
ture.16

Passive mass transport phenomena rely on
three essential ingredients that are shown in
Figure 1A and commonly encountered in mi-
crofluidic experiments:

� solvent molecules present as a liquid or in
gas phase, water in the vast majority of
cases;

� solutes in the liquid phase, (for simplic-

ity, throughout this review we will use
the term solutes to describe both dis-
solved compounds, such as ionic species
or macromolecules, and dispersed parti-
cles such as colloids); and

� solid materials, such as the walls of the
microfluidic channels or a membrane in-
tegrated in the chip.

The many combinations within this ternary
along with the many possible geometries of mi-
crofluidic devices open up various perspectives
in terms of passive mass transport. In what fol-
lows and for simplicity, we will limit ourselves
to isothermal conditions, which are often en-
countered in microfluidic experiments. As men-
tioned earlier, liquid flows, and thus mechanical
energy, can be passively driven by gradients of
chemical potentials. Such gradients can arise
from concentration gradients (of solute or sol-
vent) in the liquid phase or in the gas phase,
but interfaces also play a key role in locally un-
balancing intermolecular interactions.

The interplay of the three ingredients men-
tioned encompasses the different mechanisms
of passive transport in microfluidic systems, as
shown in Figure 1B:

� Capillarity – The imbalance of molecu-
lar interactions at the coexistence of the
gas, liquid and solid phases leads to cap-
illary phenomena.17 Capillarity can be
used for example to drive liquid flows in
microfluidic devices, such as water spon-
taneously filling hydrophilic channels as
shown in Figure 1B.

� Marangoni – A surface tension gradient
at a gas/liquid or liquid/liquid interface
induces flow along the interface toward
the high surface tension, due to the in-
terfacial stresses.17 Under isothermal con-
ditions, these Marangoni flows are usu-
ally observed with amphiphilic solutes ad-
sorbed at interfaces, and play an impor-
tant role in two-phase flow microfluidics
where liquid interfaces are ubiquituous.18

� Diffusion – In a liquid, a solute concen-
tration gradient induces a flux of solute
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Figure 1: (A) Key ingredients for mass transport phenomena and typical scales of a microfluidic
channel. (B) Passive mass transport in microfluidic devices. Only evaporation, pervaporation, and
osmosis will be considered in this review. These processes result in a mass transport of solvent
through a physical interface, which can thus be exploited, among other things, to concentrate the
solutes in the liquid phase. In the inset corresponding to capillarity, rc is the radius of curvature of
the interface.

driven by thermal motion, from high to
low concentrations. However, this flux is
associated to an opposite flux of solvent
to ensure the volume continuity, and the

liquid remains at rest.19–22 Molecular dif-
fusion plays a key role in microfluidic sys-
tems, particularly because transport by
advection is limited by viscous flows at
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these small scales.12,13

� Diffusio-osmosis – In the case of the
ternary solute/solvent/solid, a solute con-
centration gradient can induce a solvent
flux due to interactions between the so-
lute and the liquid/solid interface, the
so-called diffusio-osmosis phenomenon.23

For neutral solutes having a repulsive in-
teraction with a solid material, the sol-
vent flux is directed toward the high so-
lute concentration, as shown in Figure 1B
with a steady solute gradient along a
channel. This interfacially-driven trans-
port plays a particularly important role
in colloid transport,24 in an inverted con-
figuration (diffusio-phoresis): the surface
of the colloids corresponding to the walls
of the channel in the microfluidic case.

� Osmosis – Such passive mass trans-
port, precisely called forward osmosis,
corresponds to a solvent flux through a
semipermeable membrane, induced by a
difference in the concentration of solutes.
Osmosis comes from the difference in in-
teractions with the membrane between
solute and solvent, the interactions be-
tween the solute and the membrane be-
ing more repulsive than for the solvent.25

Osmotic flows can be observed in any mi-
crofluidic system integrating a semiper-
meable membrane. If the membrane is
porous, forward osmosis can be seen as
a macroscopic consequence of diffusio-
osmosis at the pore scale.26,27

� Evaporation – A vapor gradient over a
gas/liquid interface induces a flow of sol-
vent in the liquid phase to balance the
flux of vapor when the interface is held
fixed. The example shown in Figure 1B
corresponds to a fixed air/solvent menis-
cus trapped by capillary forces at the out-
let of a microfluidic chip. Evaporation in
ambient air induces a flow of liquid in the
channel.

� Pervaporation – Likewise, pervapora-
tion describes the transport of molecules

from a liquid which dissolve in a solid ma-
terial, diffuse through it and evaporate
into the external gas phase.28 In the case
shown in Figure 1B, since the microflu-
idic chip matrix is assumed to be per-
meable to solvent, pervaporation of sol-
vent molecules induces a liquid flow in the
channel.

As we will show throughout this review, the
mechanisms listed here can occur simultane-
ously and lead to complex interactions because
interfaces and concentration gradients are om-
nipresent at the microfluidic scale.

1.2 Scope of this review

Except for diffusion in a liquid, Figure 1B shows
that gradients in concentration in either a gas,
liquid, or solid phase can be used to passively
induce a solvent flux through a physical and
fixed interface, relative to the microfluidic chip.
These configurations correspond to evaporation
for a fixed gas/liquid interface, pervaporation
across a solid material separating a liquid from
a gas phase, and forward osmosis across a mem-
brane separating two liquid phases. This re-
view will focus specifically on these three pro-
cesses, as they can be used not only to passively
pump liquids into microfluidic chips but also
to concentrate solutes when they are retained
by the interface, see Figure 2. Although we
focus primarily on evaporation, pervaporation
and osmosis, we will see throughout the review
that other passive transport mechanisms, more
particularly diffusion, capillarity, and diffusio-
osmosis can also play a role in these processes.

In section 2, we will first underline and ex-
plain the key role played by the interfaces for
evaporation, pervaporation, and forward osmo-
sis, and then give some theoretical elements to
describe quantitatively these passive transport
phenomena. Section 3 will then show how these
processes have been used to passively pump
liquids, as shown schematically in Figure 2A,
mainly for applications that require low yet sta-
ble and nonpulsating flow rates. Section 4 will
then show how these processes have been har-
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(A) passive pumping

(B) passive concentration 

solvent flux
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Figure 2: Schematic framework of the present
review regarding (A) pumping and (B) solute
accumulation in microfluidic chips. The sol-
vent flux is passively driven through a fixed
and physical interface, gas/liquid in the case
of evaporation, and solid/liquid in the cases of
pervaporation and osmosis.

nessed to passively concentrate solutes in mi-
crofluidic chips, as shown schematically in Fig-
ure 2B. These solutes can be nonvolatile species
in the case of evaporation, or solutes fully re-
jected by the membrane in the cases of osmo-
sis and pervaporation. Section 4 will not only
highlight the similarities between these phe-
nomena in different microfluidic geometries, but
also present the associated applications, from
preconcentration of analytes to phase diagram
screening, or even micromaterial fabrication.

2 Evaporation, pervapora-

tion, and osmosis at the

microfluidic scale

2.1 Interfaces and microfluidics

Figure 1 shows that interfaces play a partic-
ularly important role for the passive trans-
port phenomena considered in this review:
gas/liquid interfaces for evaporation and
solid/liquid interfaces for pervaporation and
osmosis. Because microfluidics are made up of
networks of channels of small transverse dimen-
sions, ∼ 10 µm, within chips of a few cm2, the
surface/volume ratios are high and thus can
bring a significant enhancement of these trans-
port phenomena. As shown in Figure 1, two
main categories of interfaces are relevant for
these three processes in microfluidic systems:

interfaces that delimit a volume of fluid and
membranes integrated in the chip that separate
fluids.

2.1.1 Interfaces delimiting the volume
of the fluid

Microfluidics deals with the manipulation of liq-
uids in microfabricated channels in solid ma-
terials, so solid/liquid interfaces are intrinsi-
cally important. Figure 1B shows that these
interfaces play a key role for evaporation to fix
gas/liquid interfaces by capillary action but also
for pervaporation when the solid matrix is per-
meable to solvent molecules. In the latter case,
the solid/liquid interface that delimits the fluid
volume also acts as a membrane.

Likewise, most microfluidic applications in-
volve gas/liquid interfaces that delimit the liq-
uid volume. Figure 1B shows, for example, the
cases of a meniscus pinned at the outlet of a mi-
crofluidic chip and that of a meniscus moving
under the action of capillary forces in a chan-
nel. In these examples, the gas/liquid interface
is limited to the transverse dimensions of the
microchannel, but there are many other cases
for which these interfaces reach the chip dimen-
sions, namely a few cm×cm: paper-based mi-
crofluidic chips,11 microchannels sealed by mi-
croporous hydrophobic membranes,29 etc. We
will come back to these cases in detail, as sol-
vent evaporation inevitably occurs from these
interfaces.

Gas/liquid and liquid/liquid interfaces can
also be used to compartmentalize liquids us-
ing two-phase flow microfluidics (droplet mi-
crofluidics and segmented gas/liquid flows), see
for example the following nonexhaustive list of
reviews.5,6,9,30,31 However, because this review
only focuses on passive mass transport phenom-
ena (and their application) through fixed inter-
faces with respect to the microfluidic chip, we
will not devote a prominent place to two-phase
flow microfluidics.

2.1.2 Membranes and microfluidics

By definition, a membrane is a physical barrier,
often solid, that some species can cross more
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easily than others because of different physic-
ochemical properties. Such physical barriers
constitute the fixed interfaces for pervaporation
and osmosis, but membranes are also essential
for evaporation as in the case of a hydropho-
bic membrane that can retain liquid water and
remain permeable to vapor through its pores.
In the following, we will focus on artificial (also
called synthetic) membranes and will not con-
sider biological membranes such as cell or tissue
membranes, which also play an essential role
in many current microfluidic fields of investiga-
tion, including organs-on-chips,32–34 microflu-
idic generation of unilamellar lipid vesicles,35,36

etc.
The integration of artificial membranes into

chips makes it possible to combine the wide
range of applications of membrane processes
with the many possibilities offered by the mi-
crofluidic toolbox. Because of their functional-
ities, membranes provide various applications
such as separation of chemicals, gas/liquid
exchanges (contactors), dialysis (i.e., separa-
tion of solutes in a liquid phase by means of
their unequal transport through a membrane),
emulsification, catalytic reactions, cells culture,
energy recovery, etc.37 Semipermeable mem-
branes, which fully retain solutes while allow-
ing solvent to pass through, will play a major
role in what follows, as they allow solutes to be
concentrated in a microfluidic chip, from ions to
colloidal species depending on the membrane.

In 2001, Wang et al. provided one of the
first reviews on the use of membranes in mi-
crofluidic chips, mainly focused on bioanalyti-
cal applications.38 A few years later, de Jong
et al. provided a comprehensive review con-
cerning membranes and microfluidics, written
from the membrane science point of view.39 As
mentioned by de Jong et al., two main classes
of membranes can be distinguished among the
various membrane processes: dense vs porous
membranes.

Dense vs porous membranes – Dense
membranes are used to transport selectively
single molecules, and play an important role for
pervaporation, as well as reverse osmosis and
dialysis. For these membranes, molecular trans-

port is due to both dissolution of molecules in
the membrane and their diffusion through it.
Selectivity results from the differences in affin-
ity of the membrane material with the molec-
ular species (solubility) and the differences re-
garding their diffusivity. Transport mechanisms
in such membranes are generally described by
the solution-diffusion model.40,41

Porous membranes, on the other hand, have
fixed pores with sizes ranging from a nanometer
to a few microns, through which solvent or so-
lutes can be transported. Selectivity does not
rely at first order on specific molecular inter-
actions but rather on long-range or steric in-
teractions (electrostatic repulsions and exclu-
sion by size). Membrane morphology (e.g., pore
size distribution and tortuosity) and surface
charges are thus critical, and transport mech-
anisms are generally modeled using convection-
diffusion models possibly including electroki-
netic phenomena, with a partition coefficient to
account for the selective interaction.42,43

Although the distinction between porous and
dense membranes is commonly used in the field
of membrane science, it becomes fuzzy as soon
as the size of the rejected solutes reaches the
nanometer range. In all cases, the selectivity
mechanisms are always due to selective interac-
tions between solutes and the membrane mate-
rial which are accounted for in the transport
models by solubility or partition coefficients,
leading to possibly similar equations for porous
and dense membranes. We refer the reader
to ref40 for more insights into the transition
occurring in the nanofiltration range between
pore-flow models and solution-diffusion mech-
anisms, possibly related to the lifetime of the
free-volume elements (pores) that exist in the
membrane.

Membrane materials – For most applica-
tions, polymers are the largest family of mem-
brane materials. For instance, this is the case
for polyamide thin films obtained by inter-
facial polymerization, mainly for desalination
by reverse osmosis,44 cellulose acetate,45 poly-
sulfone or sulfonated polysulfone46 prepared
by phase inversion techniques to allow a mi-
crostructure for porous membranes used in dial-
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ysis, nano-, ultra- or microfiltration.47 Perva-
poration membranes are also often made from
polymers with different chemical affinities de-
pending on the application; hydrophilic poly-
mers such as poly(vinyl alcohol) are used for
solvent dehydration,48 or hydrophobic poly-
mers such as poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS)
or polyamide/polyether block copolymers are
used for the removal of organic compounds from
water or separation in organic mixtures.49

The more recent development of inorganic
membranes (silica, metal-organic framework,
etc.), hybrid mixed-matrix membranes (inor-
ganic fillers in a polymeric matrix), and mem-
branes made of two-dimensional materials such
as graphene oxide, also opens very promising
prospects in terms of separation efficiency and
permeability, see e.g., the recent reviews48,49 fo-
cused on pervaporation. Likewise, biomimetic
membranes integrating either biological water
channel proteins or artificial water channels
(e.g., carbon nanotubes) are paving the way
for unprecedented performance in permeability
and selectivity, especially for water purification
and energy conversion (see e.g., refs27,50–52), but
they still face the problem of large-scale and
defect-free production.53

Membrane integration – Since the advent
of microfluidic technologies, the integration of
membranes into chips has quickly become a ma-
jor technological challenge, and only a few so-
lutions exist to date.39 The first approach, and
probably the simplest, is when the material of
the chip itself constitutes a membrane. This
case is commonly observed with polymeric ma-
terials that sometimes present high permeabil-
ity for some organic solvents, but also a nonzero
permeability for water. In this review, PDMS
plays a key role because this material allows
rapid prototyping of microfluidic chips using
soft lithography,54 and also because PDMS is
slightly permeable to water and retains a wide
range of solutes, such as most salts, polymers,
and biomolecules.55 In what follows, PDMS
thus acts as a semipermeable membrane for wa-
ter, an unusual role for this hydrophobic mate-
rial that is often used for the removal of trace
organic compounds from water in large-scale

pervaporation processes.28 The case described
in Figure 1B in which water passes through a
PDMS chip, retaining solutes in the channel,
may thus lead to confusion with conventional
pervaporation processes, but we will nonethe-
less use the term pervaporation throughout this
review to describe this configuration.

The second membrane integration technique
consists of a mechanical clamping or chemical
bonding of a membrane (often commercial), be-
tween two layers containing microchannels.38,39

Chemical bonding can be achieved by surface
treatments of the chip and the membrane lead-
ing to the formation of covalent bonds (plasma
activation, silanization, etc.), or by means of a
third layer, such as a simple double-sided ad-
hesive that was previously cut. Even though
there are commercial chips that use mechanical
clamping, this technique, which seems simple at
first glance, remains delicate with a problem of
recurring leaks. In addition, most membranes
are not perfectly transparent, thus preventing
the use of accurate monitoring techniques such
as transmission microscopy.

An elegant alternative consists of the in situ
fabrication of membranes; it overcomes most of
the difficulties because membranes can be inte-
grated into the transverse dimensions of the mi-
crochannels. Such methods are mainly based on
spatially-resolved photopolymerization or inter-
facial polymerization, and we again refer the
reader to the review of de Jong et al. for more
details.39 Since that review, other groups have
published reviews concerning membranes and
microfluidics, see in particular refs56,57 which
are mainly oriented toward chemical and bio-
analytical applications, ref58 which concerns
membrane filtration and points out the specific
challenges related to on-chip nanofiltration and
reverse osmosis, and ref59 for a comprehensive
and up-to-date review of membrane integration
techniques into PDMS-free chips.

Toward nanofluidics – In recent years, the
development of nanofluidics has made it pos-
sible to manipulate flows in submicron geome-
tries of controlled architecture.60 These fasci-
nating tools now allow one to revisit membrane
processes at the nanopore scale, thus opening
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the way to innovations, notably concerning wa-
ter treatment or energy harvesting.61–64 Again,
the present review focuses on mass transport in
microfluidic systems, passively driven by evap-
oration, pervaporation or osmosis, for applica-
tions ranging from passive pumping to solute
accumulation (Figure 2), and we will not de-
scribe nanofluidics but instead keep it as an ex-
pected perspective.

2.2 Driving force and kinetic
models

2.2.1 The driving force

Figure 1B shows that gradients of concentration
are essential for passive mass transport: gradi-
ent of vapor for evaporation, solvent concentra-
tion gradient in a dense material for pervapora-
tion, and solute concentration difference across
a membrane for forward osmosis. As demon-
strated earlier by Eijkel and van den Berg in a
tutorial review,65 a convenient way to describe
flows in microfluidic systems, including these
passive transport phenomena, is to use the con-
cept of solvent chemical potential µ. Because
water is the solvent in the vast majority of ap-
plications, only the water potential Ψ will be
considered here without loss of generality. We
choose the following definition of the water po-
tential Ψ (Pa):

Ψ =
µ− µ0(T )

Vm
, (1)

where µ = µ(P, T ) is the water chemical poten-
tial expressed in units of J/mol at pressure P
(Pa) and absolute temperature T (K), µ0(T ) is
its standard value at atmospheric pressure P0

and sea level, and Vm(P, T ) is the liquid water
molar volume (Vm ' 1.8 × 10−5 m3/mol at P0

and room temperature).
This definition of Ψ with pressure as the unit

allows a unified description of any water fluxes
in a microfluidic system, independently of the
thermodynamic state of water: pure liquid, so-
lution or vapor.65 As this quantity encompasses
the different contributions that generate flows,
including hydrostatic pressure, capillary action,
evaporation, pervaporation, osmosis, etc., wa-

ter potential is thus widely used in the plant
science and membrane science communities.66

In the pure liquid state, the molar volume is
almost independent of pressure, and the water
potential is given by:

Ψl = ρwg(h− h0) + P − P0 . (2)

The first term corresponds to the contribution
of gravity, with ρw being the density of water
(kg/m3), g being the acceleration due to gravity
(m/s2), and h being the height above sea level
at height h0.

For aqueous solutions, entropy also con-
tributes to the free energy of water, and the
water potential is given by:

Ψent = −Π =
RT

Vm
ln(aw) , (3)

where Π is the osmotic pressure of the solu-
tion, aw is the water chemical activity and R is
the universal gas constant. For a dilute aque-
ous solution at a concentration C (mol/m3),
aw ' 1− VmC, so that Ψ = −Π ' −RTC. As
mentioned in section 1.1, a solute concentration
gradient in an aqueous solution, and thus a gra-
dient of the entropic contribution Ψent, does not
lead to an overall liquid flow, as the water flux
is compensated by a solute flux to ensure the
volume continuity of the mixture.19–22 It is no
longer the case when there is a barrier to diffu-
sion, such as a semipermeable membrane, which
then leads to a net water flux by osmosis.27 For
aqueous solutions in a microfluidic chip, these
contributions add up, so the water potential is
often written as:65

Ψ = ρwg(h− h0) + P − P0 − Π . (4)

As shown in Figure 1, the microfluidic sys-
tems are also in contact with a gas phase in
most cases, so that one should also consider a
possible water transport between the chip and
its surroundings. The water potential in the gas
phase, considered as a perfect gas, is given by:

Ψvap =
RT

Vm
ln

(
p

psat

)
=
RT

Vm
ln (RH) , (5)

with p being the water partial pressure in the
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gas phase (Pa), psat being its value at satura-
tion, and RH = p/psat (RH = the relative hu-
midity).

Finally, when air/liquid interfaces are present,
the molecular interactions with the walls, ei-
ther hydrophilic or hydrophobic, also modify
the hydrostatic water pressure P , which is me-
chanically balanced by the curvature of inter-
faces. In the case of a liquid water slug confined
in a cylindrical capillary with hydrophilic walls
such as in Figure 1B, the pressure drop ∆P
across the interface (liquid pressure minus ex-
terior pressure) is given by the Young-Laplace
law:

Ψcap = ∆P = −2γ

rc
, (6)

with γ ' 0.07 N/m being the water/air surface
tension, rc ≥ 0 being the radius of curvature
of the interfaces as defined in Figure 1B, and
Ψcap being the corresponding contribution to
the water potential due to capillarity according
to the notation of the didactic review by Eijkel
and van den Berg.65

Similarly to ref,65 Table 1 displays the order
of magnitude of the different contributions of
the water potential for the liquid phase as given
in eq 4, the corresponding RH for Ψvap given by
eq 5, and rc for the capillary contribution given
by eq 6. We refer the reader to ref65 for a more
detailed discussion, including in particular the
case of adsorbed water in thin films, which is
essential for describing nanofluidic systems.

The driving force of water flux in a microflu-
idic system including its surroundings is given
by any difference of water potential ∆Ψ, and
the water flux is always directed from a high
water potential to a lower one. Table 1 allows
one to estimate the sign of the driving force ∆Ψ
and thus the direction of the water flux. For ex-
ample, evaporation or pervaporation inevitably
occurs for pure water in microfluidic chip when
the latter is placed in a typical laboratory atmo-
sphere, because ∆Ψ ' −(RT/Vm) ln (RH)� 0.
This remains true even for a saturated aqueous
solution of sodium chloride in relative humid-
ity RH < 75%, as its water chemical activity
is aw ' 0.75 (Ψ ' −40 MPa at room temper-
ature).67 Note that the magnitude of this pas-

sive transport also depends on the resistance
to mass transfer, and fortunately pervaporation
and evaporation can often be neglected in most
microfluidic configurations, despite the possibly
high values of ∆Ψ.65

We will make use of Table 1 throughout this
review, in particular for evaluating the impact
of capillary phenomena on evaporation in mi-
crofluidic chips, section 3.1, or to compare the
mechanisms of solute accumulation induced by
evaporation, pervaporation or osmosis in sec-
tion 4.

2.2.2 Simplified 1D kinetic models

The knowledge of the driving force ∆Ψ alone
does not allow one predict the intensity of the
mass transport, which can only be done by a ki-
netic description in the framework of nonequi-
librium thermodynamics21 of the phenomena
of evaporation, pervaporation and osmosis for
a given geometrical configuration. To address
this point and highlight the similarities between
these three processes, we consider the 1D geom-
etry shown in Figure 3, similarly to the config-
uration shown in Figure 2. In each case, evapo-
ration, pervaporation, and forward osmosis, we
assume that there is a flat, homogeneous inter-
face through which a steady mass solvent flux
ρwJ [kg/(m2s)] is driven by a drop in the water
potential, ∆Ψ.

Again, we emphasize that we only consider
in this review fixed interfaces relative to the
microfluidic chip, and we will address in sec-
tion 3.1 what this point implies as constraints
in the case of a gas/liquid interface and evapo-
ration. We assume local thermodynamic equi-
librium and the continuity of the water poten-
tial Ψ, and we simplify the general context by
assuming isothermal conditions and binary liq-
uid mixtures (solvent + solute), with the solute
being unable to cross the interface.

Evaporation – In the simplified picture
shown in Figure 3A for evaporation in am-
bient air, the water potential Ψ? in the liquid
phase at the interface, eq 4, sets the local water
potential in the gas phase, eq 5, and thus the
local relative humidity. In this 1D model, the
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Table 1: Water potential Ψ and corresponding values of the relative height for the contribution due
to gravity, eq 2, of the radius of curvature rc for the capillary contribution given by eq 6, and of the
chemical activity aw for the entropic contribution, eq 3. The fifth column shows the corresponding
solute concentration C ' −Ψ/(RT ) only valid for dilute solutions. The last column shows the
corresponding relative humidity RH in the gas phase eq 5 (T = 22◦C).

Ψ (MPa) h− h0 rc aw C RH

0 0 m ∞ 1 0 100%
-0.01 -1 m 14 µm 0.9999 4 mM 99.99%
-0.1 -10 m 1.4 µm 0.999 40 mM 99.9%
-1 -100 m 140 nm 0.993 0.4 M 99.3%
-10 -1 km 14 nm 0.93 4 M 93%
-40 -4 km 3.5 nm 0.75 n/a 75%
-100 -10 km 1.4 nm 0.48 n/a 48%
-200 -20 km 0.7 nm 0.23 n/a 23%
-400 -40 km 0.35 nm 0.05 n/a 5%

water potential is dominated by its entropic
contribution (see eq 4 and Table 1). Therefore,
it is the water chemical activity at the interface
a?w that sets the local partial vapor pressure,
and the water concentration in the gas phase
c? = a?wcsat, with csat = Mwpsat/(RT ) (kg/m3)
being its value at saturation with Mw being the
molar mass of water (kg/mol). Far from the in-
terface, the vapor concentration in the ambient
air is c∞ = RHcsat, which results in a concen-
tration gradient of water molecules in the gas.
This concentration gradient is associated with
a solvent flux in the gas phase, which leads to a
solvent mass flux across the gas/liquid interface
due to mass conservation. For slightly volatile
solvents such as water, this flux is given by:

ρwJ = kcsat(a
?
w − RH) (7)

where J (m/s) is the water flux in the liquid
phase, and k (m/s) a mass transfer coefficient
that accounts for the mechanisms of the trans-
port of the vapor in the gas phase.19 In the case
of diffusive transport across a boundary layer of
thickness λ, k = Dair

w /λ where Dair
w is the dif-

fusion coefficient of water as vapor in the gas
phase.19

Pervaporation – Figure 3B shows the
steady case of pervaporation across a dense
membrane of thickness δ. For this process,
the mechanisms are described by the solution-

diffusion model,40,41 and the solvent flux results
from a three-step process: (i) dissolution of wa-
ter molecules in the membrane from the liquid
phase (feed side) (ii) diffusion across the mem-
brane, and (iii) evaporation in the gas phase
(permeate side). Importantly, molecular ab-
sorption and desorption from both sides of the
membrane are implicitly assumed not to be
limiting steps.40 Henry’s law as a guide for the
water sorption in the membrane shows that
there exists a concentration discontinuity at
the membrane/gas interface (permeate side):
the water concentration in the membrane is
RHcpsat where cpsat (kg/m3) is the concentration
at saturation in the membrane and RH the rela-
tive humidity in the gas phase (p denotes water
concentration in the pervaporation membrane).
The water concentration difference across the
membrane is thus cpsat(a

?
w − RH), where a?w is

the water chemical activity in the liquid phase
at the interface (feed side); again, we implic-
itly assume here that Ψ is dominated by its
entropic contribution. For a constant diffusion
coefficient Dp

w (m2/s) of water in the material,
the mass solvent flux through the membrane is
then given by Fick’s law:

ρwJ =
Dp

wc
p
sat

δ
(a?w − RH) . (8)

We refer to refs40,41 to go beyond the simplified
assumptions used earlier.
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(A) EVAPORATION

(B) PERVAPORATION

(C) OSMOSIS

Figure 3: 1D passive mass transport for evapo-
ration (A), pervaporation (B), and osmosis (C).
Dark lines show the continuous water potential
Ψ, while blue lines show the water concentra-
tion c in (A) and (B), and red lines show the
solute concentration C.

Forward osmosis – Figure 3C shows the
case of osmosis through a membrane separat-
ing two aqueous solutions at different concen-
trations C (mol/m3). We consider that the so-
lutes, referred to as osmotic agents ,25 are to-
tally rejected by the membrane due to repulsive
interactions. For this ideal case, the water flux
J varies linearly with the difference of water
potential ∆Ψ across the membrane (eq 4), and
J is given by the Kedem-Katchalsky equations,
which reduce to:

J = Lp(∆P −∆Π) , (9)

with ∆P being the transmembrane pressure
drop, ∆Π being the osmotic pressure difference
across the membrane, and Lp being the mem-
brane permeability [m/(Pa s)]68 (with ∆ de-
fined here as upstream minus downstream). As
this review focuses on passive transport phe-
nomena, the water potential Ψ is dominated by
its entropic contribution so that ∆P � ∆Π
(forward osmosis) and eq 9 now reads as fol-
lows:

J = −Lp∆Π . (10)

The osmotic pressure difference is due to a
solute concentration difference ∆C across the
membrane with the well-known limit ∆Π '
RT∆C for dilute solutions. Because the Ke-
dem–Katchalsky model is derived from gen-
eral arguments in the framework of irreversible
processes, it does not describe the molecular
mechanisms of membrane transport. For osmo-
sis through dense membranes, the permeability
Lp can then be estimated using the solution-
diffusion model described by eq 8. For porous
membranes, the permeability Lp can be esti-
mated using pore-flow or electrokinetic mod-
els,42,43 and we refer the reader to the review of
Marbach and Bocquet27 for more physical in-
sights into osmosis through porous membranes,
and in particular its relationship to diffusio-
osmosis as mentioned in section 1.1.

Analogy – In the case of forward osmosis and
for moderate osmotic pressures verifying Π �
RT/Vm (' 135 MPa at room temperature), eq 3
shows that ∆Π ' −(RT/Vm)∆aw with ∆aw
being the difference of water chemical activity
across the membrane. In this case, the solvent
flux given by eq 10 becomes:

J = Lp
RT

Vm
∆aw . (11)

Equations 7, 8, and 11 make it possible to high-
light the strong analogy between evaporation,
pervaporation, and forward osmosis, as the sol-
vent flux J in these three processes is strictly
proportional to a difference of water chemical
activity ∆aw; it is exactly ∆aw = (a?w − RH)
in the case of evaporation and pervaporation,
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with the water flux always being directed from
high to low water chemical activity.

2.2.3 Orders of magnitude

For evaporation, pervaporation, and osmosis,
the solvent flux J through the interface is pro-
portional to a difference of water chemical ac-
tivity, but its exact value depends on the mass
transport resistance. Below, we estimate typ-
ical orders of magnitude of J in experimental
cases relevant to this review using the 1D model
shown in Figure 3 and described by eqs 7, 8, and
11.

In the case of evaporation and assuming vapor
diffusion across a boundary layer of thickness λ
ranging from λ = 1 mm down to 10 µm (typ-
ical of microfluidic dimensions, see later Sec-
tion 3.1), eq 7 yields J ranging from ' 20 µm/s
down to ' 200 nm/s, respectively, for room
temperature conditions (T = 20◦C and RH =
50%) (ρw ' 1000 kg/m3, psat ' 2.3 kPa69 and
Dair

w ' 2.5× 10−5 m2/s70).
With respect to pervaporation, PDMS plays a

particularly important role because this water-
permeable material is the material of many mi-
crofluidic chips, and also because soft lithog-
raphy makes it easy to integrate thin PDMS
membranes into microfluidic systems. Assum-
ing as in Figure 3B, a PDMS membrane of
thickness δ separating pure water (aw = 1) from
ambient air of relative humidity RH = 50%,
eq 8 leads to water flux ranging from J ' 35
down to ' 3.5 nm/s for thicknesses ranging
from δ = 10 to 100 µm (Dp

w ' 10−9 m2/s and
cpsat ' 0.73 kg/m3, see section 3.2). For organic
solvents that are highly soluble in PDMS, the
fluxes estimated by eq 8 can be significantly
higher, related to the fact that PDMS is a ma-
terial of choice for pervaporation membranes to
remove organic compounds from water.28

Finally, considering forward osmosis through
a nanoporous dialysis membrane of typical per-
meability Lp ' 2 × 10−12 m/(s Pa) separating
pure water (aw = 1, equivalently Π = 0) from
a solution of osmotic agents at concentration C
ranging from C = 0.1 to 1 M (Π ' RTC =
0.25–2.5 MPa at T = 22◦C), eq 11 leads to a
solvent flux J ranging from ' 0.5 to ' 5 µm/s

through the membrane.
These fluxes, which are only driven by chem-

ical potential gradients thus range from a few
nm/s to a few µm/s, values that can be rele-
vant to many microfluidic systems and applica-
tions especially because surface/volume ratios
are high. For instance, section 3 demonstrates
the benefits of the combination of these pro-
cesses and miniaturization to passively pump
liquids at relatively low flow rates in various
applications.

2.2.4 Solute accumulation and resis-
tances to mass transport

A very fruitful consequence of these passively-
driven flows is the possibility to concentrate so-
lutes in controlled manner in microfluidic chips,
as discussed in depth throughout section 4. For
example, Figure 2B illustrates the passive ac-
cumulation of solutes upstream of the interface
in a microfluidic channel, regardless of the pro-
cess considered: evaporation, pervaporation, or
osmosis.

This accumulation of solutes is associated
with the development of a solute concentration
gradient in the liquid phase, which, in turn, can
add a resistance to mass transfer and impact
the solvent flux across the interface.71 Similarly,
the 1D kinetic model shown in Figure 3 does not
take into account the presence of concentration
gradients downstream of the interface (except
obviously for evaporation), also possibly adding
resistances to mass transfer. These points are
illustrated in Figure 4 showing both local and
global views of the 1D processes across flat and
homogeneous interfaces.

Downstream resistance – The concentra-
tion gradients downstream of the interfaces (on
a length scale λ or λo, Figure 4) represent a
possible resistance to mass transfer: for per-
vaporation, the humidity in the gas phase in
the vicinity of the membrane is higher than the
ambient humidity; for forward osmosis, a deple-
tion layer of osmotic agents downstream of the
membrane, the so-called external concentration
polarization (ECP),25 reduces the driving force
of the osmotic flux in eq 10; and for evapora-
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EVAPORATION PERVAPORATION OSMOSIS

Figure 4: Evaporation, pervaporation, and osmosis seen at two different scales. (Top) A very local
scale highlights the local equilibrium and the subsequent solvent flux across the interface due to
the drop of water potential Ψ. (Bottom) On a larger scale, concentration gradients upstream and
downstream of the interface have an impact on the overall solvent flux. ξe, ξp, and ξo are the extents
of the solute concentration gradient upstream of the interface for evaporation, pervaporation, and
osmosis, respectively. λ is the extent of the diffuse layer in the gas phase for evaporation and
pervaporation, and λo is the downstream concentration polarization for osmosis.

tion, it is the vapor gradient in the boundary
layer of extent λ that limits the mass transport
downstream of the interface in this 1D configu-
ration, see eq 7. The spatial extent λ or λo of
these gradients depends on the transport condi-
tions in the gas phase for evaporation and per-
vaporation, and in the liquid phase for osmo-
sis (fluid velocity, geometry, fluid properties).
Forced convection downstream of the interface
can be used to minimize these resistances and
thus maximize the efficiency of these passive
transport phenomena. This strategy, which is
potentially easy in the cases of evaporation and
pervaporation (e.g., air sweeping downstream
of the interface), can be difficult in the case
of forward osmosis, especially for microfluidics,
because viscous forces strongly limit the flows in
the liquid phase. We will return to these points
specifically when they are relevant to the works
listed in this review.

Upstream resistance – The case of an
added resistance due to the accumulation of so-
lutes upstream of the interface raises a singular
and particularly relevant point that is at the
heart of this review (section 4). Equations 7, 8,
and 10 show that the increase in solute concen-
tration upstream of the interface decreases the
water chemical activity at the interface a?w. Ta-
ble 1 therefore becomes a useful guide to evalu-
ate the possible decrease of the driving force of
the solvent flux J . For instance, only solute ac-
cumulation significantly decreasing a?w down to
the ambient relative humidity RH is able to de-
crease the driving force for pervaporation and
evaporation, see eqs 7 and 8. Meanwhile, it
may well happen for (highly soluble) solutes at
high concentrations because the chemical activ-
ity of a dilute solution at concentration C is
aw ' 1 − VmC, it never occurs for dispersions
of colloidal hard particles for which aw ' 1, re-
gardless of the colloid concentration.72 This is
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not the case anymore for forward osmosis, as a
significant decrease of the driving force ∆Π can
occur even for dilute solutions, depending on
the osmotic pressure imposed on the permeate
side.

As for the downstream resistance discussed
earlier, the extent of the gradient, ξe, ξp, or ξo
depending on the process considered as shown
in Figure 4, depends on mass transport up-
stream of the interface and thus in the liquid
phase. ξe, ξp, or ξo can thus be determined from
the balance between solute diffusion and solute
advection by the flows often dominated by vis-
cous forces within the microfluidic chip. In the
1D configurations sketched in Figure 4, for ex-
ample, ξe, ξp, and ξo are proportional after a
transient to ∝ D/J for a dilute solution, with
D being the diffusion coefficient of the solute;
see e.g., refs73,74 and section 4.5.1 for more de-
tailed discussions. These solute gradients can
range from a few cm down to a few µm or less,
depending on the magnitude of the flow J , and
especially also on the chemical nature of the
solute, through the D values. We will return
to these points in more detail throughout sec-
tion 4 and highlight the differences and simi-
larities between the mechanisms of solute accu-
mulation in the microfluidic chip, regardless of
the process (evaporation, pervaporation, or os-
mosis) and the chemical nature of the solutes
considered.

3 Microfluidic passive pump-

ing

This section addresses the use of evaporation
(section 3.1), pervaporation (section 3.2), and
forwards osmosis (section 3.3) for microfluidic
pumping applications. It presents not only the
mechanisms involved and the specificity due to
microfluidic scales but also the associated ap-
plications and limitations.

3.1 Evaporation-driven pumping

3.1.1 Simplified view of the mechanisms

Passive evaporation to induce flows in a mi-
crofluidic chip has many analogies to water
transpiration in vascular plants, as shown in
Figure 5A. This mechanism allows plants to re-
main hydrated while capturing CO2 from the
atmosphere to perform the photosynthesis nec-
essary for their survival.66,75,76 Water transpi-
ration is at stake in the xylem, a vascular cir-
cuit with transverse dimensions from tens to
hundreds of microns that connects the roots
to the leaves, following the so-called cohesion-
tension theory which dates back to the end
of the 19th century.77 In this mechanism, the
only driving force for transpiration is the evap-
oration of water from the leaves into the at-
mosphere, literally pulling water from the soil
through the xylem. A particularly astonishing
feature is that the water pressure measured in
the xylem is negative, typically approximately
−2 MPa, with the water thus being in a ther-
modynamic metastable state with respect to its
vapor phase.66,75,76

The analogy between water transpiration in
plants and evaporation pumping is captured
minimally in Figure 5B showing a horizontal
and cylindrical microfluidic channel of radius
h, the inlet of which is connected to a water
tank at atmospheric pressure P0, and the out-
let exposed to the ambient air. As long as the
air/water interface remains trapped by capil-
lary forces at the outlet of the channel, the
difference between the water potential in the
reservoir (Ψ = 0) with that imposed in the am-
bient air (Ψext), drives a steady flow at a rate
Q (m3/s) in the channel, whose amplitude de-
pends on the different resistances to mass trans-
fer.

Viscous forces in the channel of hydrodynamic
resistance Rh induce a pressure drop in the liq-
uid ∆P = Ψ? = −RhQ, with Ψ? being the
water potential in the liquid phase at the inter-
face. This pressure drop is mechanically bal-
anced by the curvature of the meniscus given
by the Young-Laplace law (eq 6). Continuity of
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(A)

(B) ambient air

RH

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

meniscus receding 

(C)

new stable position

evaporation-driven
transpiration

Figure 5: (A) Schematic illustration of wa-
ter transpiration in plants.66 (B) Evaporation-
induced pumping in a microfluidic capillary of
radius h. rc is the radius of curvature of the
meniscus pinned at the outlet. For microfluidic
dimensions, the partial vapor pressure close to
the interface is almost at saturation p? ' psat,
and evaporation is limited by the vapor trans-
port in the gas phase. (C) Drying out mech-
anism. (i) The evaporation-induced pressure
drop is mechanically balanced by the curvature
rc of the interface, and the meniscus is trapped
by capillarity. (ii) Capillary forces cannot ac-
commodate the strong curvature of the menis-
cus imposed by a higher pressure drop, and the
channel dries out until the meniscus finds a new
stable position (iii).

the water potential at the liquid/gas interface

(local equilibrium) makes it possible to relate
the radius of curvature rc to the partial vapor
pressure p? in the gas phase given by eq 5, the
so-called Kelvin-Laplace equation:

Ψ? = −2γ

rc
=
RT

Vm
ln

(
p?

psat

)
. (12)

In most microfluidic cases, h ranges from a few
hundred to a few microns and rc � 10 nm, so
that the local partial vapor pressure in the gas
phase is almost at saturation, p? ' psat (see also
Table 1). The evaporation-driven flow rate Q
in this case is therefore limited by the transport
of the vapour in the gas phase, and is given by:

ρwQ = πh2k csat(1− RH) , (13)

similarly to eq 7 derived in section 2.2.2 for the
1D model shown in Figure 3A with a?w = 1.
For diffusion-limited transport in the gas phase,
k ' 4Dair

w /(πh) for a flat meniscus,78 with Dair
w

the diffusion coefficient of water in air. For
RH = 50% at T = 22◦C, Q is on the order
of a few nL/min for radii h ranging from 10 to
50 µm.

For high hydrodynamic resistances Rh or high
flow rates Q, the capillary forces may no longer
allow the pinning of the interface, as the cur-
vature radius rc reaches a critical value r?c of
the order of the channel transverse dimension,
r?c ∝ h. In that case, the air/water interface
recedes, the channel begins to dry out, and the
pumping mechanism stops until the meniscus
again finds a mechanically stable position, as
shown in Figure 5C. Similar mechanisms are at
the basis of the phenomenology of the drying of
porous media,79 see in particular the paper by
Chauvet et al.80 showing an analogy between
the drying of a porous medium and that of a
single capillary with a square section. We will
return in section 3.1.4 to the criteria for avoid-
ing the receding of the meniscus and thus mak-
ing the most of passive evaporative pumping.

3.1.2 Passive pumping in a single mi-
crofluidic channel

The first experimental realization of evapora-
tion pumping as shown in Figure 5B for a
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single microchannel was reported in 2000 by
Namasivayam et al. for studies on stretching
DNA molecules that require both nonpulsating
flows and low velocities (≤ 50 µm/s).81 In this
work, the air/water interface is trapped by a
hydrophobic micropatch at a given location in
a silicon-glass microchannel (height h ' 50 µm)
as shown in Figure 6. Evaporation-induced flow
ratesQ of a few nL/min were reported, in accor-
dance with the estimates given by eq 13. Impor-
tantly, the control of the evaporation conditions
offered by the microfluidic scale, notably im-
posing a fixed distance between the liquid/gas
interface and an air flow in the chip, makes it
possible to quantitatively predict Q by model-
ing the vapor transport in the gas phase.82

Figure 6: Evaporative pumping in a single mi-
crofluidic channel. The meniscus is trapped us-
ing a hydrophobic patch at a fixed distance from
an air stream. Adapted with permission from
ref.82 Copyright 2003 Institute of Physics Pub-
lishing.

At almost the same time, evaporation-driven
chromatography was demonstrated using elec-
trokinetic sample injection in microfluidic chan-
nels.83 Interestingly, this work shows that the
outlets of a glass microfluidic chip also allow
the air/water menisci to be trapped, as shown
in Figure 1B and 5B, without the need for built-
in hydrophobic patches.

The schematic representation of passive
evaporation-driven pumping given in Figure 5B
is also relevant for any microfluidic device based
on capillary phenomena to move and process
small quantities of liquids.14 In the case of cap-
illary pumps87 (see Figure 7 for examples), the

(A) (B)

Figure 7: Evaporation and capillary pumps.
(A) Microfluidic immunoassays in parallel cap-
illary pumps. Peltier modules are used to con-
trol evaporation from the outlets and mini-
mize it at the inlets. Adapted with permis-
sion from ref.84 Copyright 2004 Royal Soci-
ety of Chemistry. (B) Passive pumping in a
microchannel by capillary action and solvent
evaporation using reservoirs of known geome-
try (top). Adapted with permission from ref.85

Copyright 2009 Royal Society of Chemistry.
Numerical modeling makes it possible to quan-
titatively take into account both capillary phe-
nomena and solvent evaporation from the reser-
voirs (bottom). Adapted with permission from
ref.86 Copyright 2009 Royal Society of Chem-
istry.

flow is induced by the capillary pressure dif-
ference at the curved air/liquid menisci at the
inlet and outlet, but evaporation-induced flows
also play a role, in particular once the me-
chanical balance is reached.84,88–90 These flows
often cannot be neglected owing to the high
surface/volume ratios and the small volumes
involved, often submicroliter in microscale as-
says.91,92 Precise control of the microfluidic
geometries (including those of the reservoirs
connected to the chip) allows a quantitative
description of these flows by numerical mod-
eling of solvent evaporation (assuming vapor
diffusion) from the interfaces whose shapes are
controlled by capillarity85,86 (Figure 7B). The
accuracy and stability of these flows at very
low flow rates (Q ' 1-10 nL/min), however,
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are limited by external fluctuations affecting
the evaporation conditions and the shape of
the interfaces, as well as by the emptying of the
inlet reservoirs at long times.

3.1.3 Control using temperature and/or
forced convection

The mechanisms illustrated in Figure 5B show
that solvent evaporation from a microfluidic
channel is limited by the transport of the water
vapor in the gas phase (rc � 10 nm, eq 12).
A possible way to increase the evaporation rate
is therefore to either increase the saturation va-
por pressure psat by increasing, for instance, the
temperature; decrease the ambient relative hu-
midity; or increase the mass transfer coefficient
k in eq 13, for instance, by forcing convection
in the gas phase.

Control of the local temperature of the
menisci was demonstrated multiple times us-
ing integrated microfabricated heaters81 (e.g.,
Figure 6), surface acoustic waves,93 or pho-
tothermal effects induced by an IR laser.94 For
capillary-driven microfluidic systems, localized
cooling of the inlet reservoirs close to the dew
point was also conversely used to limit evap-
oration and the unavoidable change of con-
centration of the dissolved analytes, notably
for miniaturized immunoassays involving sub-
microliter volumes as shown in Figure 7A.84,89

Importantly, the fine control of heat transfer at
the microfluidic scale, associated with the use of
materials with high thermal conductivity (e.g.,
glass/silicon chips as in Figure 6), opens up the
possibility to tune evaporation-driven pumping
with short response times, down to ∼ 1 s.82

Forced convection at the air/liquid interface
was also reported multiple times using for in-
stance air directly flowing in a microchannel
at a distance of the meniscus fixed by the de-
sign of the microfluidic network,81 an air fan
for menisci trapped at the outlets of the chip,83

or even localized nitrogen flows to control and
maintain a steady flow rate once the mechanical
balance is reached in a capillary pump.90

3.1.4 Increasing the evaporation surface
for a higher pumping rate

Basic mechanisms and constraints – In
the above-mentioned works, evaporation is lim-
ited by the transport of water in the gas phase,
and evaporation-induced flow rates up to only a
few tens of nL/min were reported, in agreement
with eq 13. Beyond forced convection and tem-
perature control, another possibility to achieve
higher pumping rates consists of significantly
increasing the evaporation surface A, limited
before to the cross-sectional dimensions of a
single microfluidic channel. This is illustrated
schematically in Figure 8, showing the division
of a main microchannel into a branched net-
work where the many outlets improve evapora-
tive pumping.

Figure 8: Splitting of one channel into N
open channels to increase the evaporation area.
Menisci are trapped by capillary forces at the
open outlets.

This idea again shares a strong analogy with
trees, which use the large surface of the leaves to
increase the rate of water transported through
the xylem. Note, however, that the flow rate Q
does not necessarily vary linearly with the evap-
oration surface A. Indeed, cross-talking in the
gas phase from each outlet or enhanced evap-
oration from the side channels may invalidate
the linearity Q ∝ N with N being the number
of outlets (Figure 8); see, for instance, ref84 and
Figure 7A. Even for a unique circular microflu-
idic outlet of radius h with a solvent flush with
the surface (as in Figure 5B), Q does not vary
as ∝ h2, as eq 13 might suggest, but rather as
∝ h due to the 3D nature of the diffusion of
the vapor in the gas phase; see ref78 for more
insights into this law in the context of sessile
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drops. The mechanisms of vapor transport can
also be affected by the size of the evaporation
surface, as natural convection due to the density
difference between the ambient air and the sat-
urated water vapor phase can also play a role
even for small surfaces (a few mm2 in ref95).
Thus, there are rules for an optimal design of
the evaporation surface A in order to obtain the
highest pumping rate, and the transport mech-
anisms of the vapor in the gas phase must be
considered on a case-by-case basis.

Using the picture shown in Figure 8, and as
discussed earlier by Goedecke et al.83 in the
context of microfluidic chromatography that re-
quires large pressure drops, increasing the evap-
oration surface A unavoidably increases the
flow rate Q and thus the pressure drop ∆P due
to the viscous forces in the microfluidic system.
Passive pumping at higher rates Q therefore re-
quires larger capillary forces ∝ γ/rc to prevent
the chip from drying out, following the basic
mechanisms shown schematically in Figure 5C
for a single channel. This constraint imposes
that the optimal evaporation surface is com-
posed of hydrophilic pores with radii rp that
are sufficiently small to avoid the receding of
the menisci and to offer the maximum rate of
vapor transport in the gas phase.

Experimental strategies – Various strate-
gies were developed over the past 20 years to de-
sign and integrate such evaporation surfaces in
order to enhance the efficiency of evaporation-
based microfluidic pumps. One can cite for in-
stance microporous hydrophilic membranes,96

filter papers,97–103 hydrophilic porous materi-
als104 as shown in Figure 9, microfabricated ar-
rays of micropores,105,106 or even simply split-
ting the main channel into an array of open
channels with small transverse dimensions83,107

as illustrated in Figure 8. In these examples,
the pore size rp ranges typically from 1 to
10 µm, and the associated capillary pressure
Pc = 2γ/rp ' 10–100 kPa ensures optimal
pumping efficiency (i.e., without the receding
of the menisci; see Figure 5C) for a wide range
of applications.

These interfaces can be either directly inte-
grated within the chip, in a separate device

Figure 9: Increasing the evaporation surface
for a higher pumping rate; in this case, a hy-
drophilic microporous PDMS sponge plugged at
the outlet of a microfluidic chip. Adapted with
permission from ref.104 Copyright 2017 Wiley
under CC BY 4.0 license.

that acts as an autonomous pump connected to
the chip using tubes,96,97 or directly plugged at
the outlet of the chip.98,108 To keep the advan-
tages offered by the microfluidic toolbox (minia-
turization, portability, etc.) the chip dimen-
sions nevertheless limit the maximum size of
the evaporation area to a few of cm2, and en-
hancement of evaporation pumping rates up to
a few µL/min have been reported often.

Many developments of these pumps are mo-
tivated by microfluidic applications requiring
nonpulsatile flows with rates up to a few
µL/min, see for instance refs.97,98 These pumps
working without using any external power find
also numerous applications in the biomedi-
cal domain such as continuous glucose mon-
itoring,96 sweat sensing and monitoring102,106

or drug delivery,108 which also require au-
tonomous slow flows that are stable over a pos-
sible long usage time (days). Such pumps are
also useful in the context of energy harvesting
from water evaporation,109 which obviously re-
quires passive pumping.107
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As for the case of a single channel, the poros-
ity of the evaporation surface (rp ' 1–10 µm)
ensures that evaporation remains limited by the
vapor transport in the gas phase, eq 12. Fluctu-
ations of the ambient conditions (temperature,
relative humidity, air convection) thus limit the
pump stability over a long time, which is a
crucial issue, especially for biomedical appli-
cations. Again, active control of the tempera-
ture of the evaporation surface using integrated
heaters, as well as the use of enclosed cham-
bers with humidity sorption agents,96 helps to
control and enhance the evaporation perfor-
mance.99

Figure 10: Evaporation pumping in paper-
based microfluidics. In this example, a paper-
based microfluidic device interfaced with skin
for continuous sweat collection. Adapted with
permission from ref.102 Copyright 2020 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.

3.1.5 Passive pumping in paper-based
microfluidics

Among the examples cited earlier, evaporation
plays a particularly important role for paper-
based microfluidic devices, especially in the
context of diagnostic or monitoring applications
(except obviously when plastic sheets cover-
ing the paper-based chips are used to prevent
evaporation110,111). For these microfluidic sys-
tems, the hydrophilic porous paper wicks aque-
ous solutions by capillary action, and specific
chip geometries (often designed by simple cut-
ting) allow for the specific management of the
flows.112,113 However, water evaporation from
the paper matrix induces a flow in the chip that

is superimposed on the transient flow induced
by the capillary forces, as shown in Figure 10 for
example. This flow in turn increases the pres-
sure drop associated with viscous forces and can
modify the imbibition dynamics. In the case of
a simple strip of paper partially immersed in a
water tank, for example, evaporation can stop
the dynamics of liquid imbibition at a given po-
sition,100,102,114,115 as detailed in section 4.4.5.

Hydrophilic microporous materials such as fil-
ter papers externally connected to a microflu-
idic chip also offer a simple way to passively
pump fluids using evaporation,96–98,103,104 see,
for example, Figure 9 and 10. However, max-
imal efficiency and steady conditions are ex-
pected only when the external microporous in-
terface is fully saturated with water. Thus,
strategies to distribute the fluids rapidly and
homogeneously over the surface were developed
inspired again by the venation pattern in real
leaves that ensures an optimal distribution of
water from the stem to the surface of the leaf.101

3.1.6 Passive pumping limitation due to
solute accumulation

Another aspect strongly limits the use of mi-
crofluidic pumps based on evaporation, espe-
cially for biomedical applications (monitoring,
sensing, etc.): the unavoidable accumulation of
nonvolatile solutes at the evaporation interface.
These solutes can in turn decrease the water
chemical activity at the interface a?w, and, thus,
the driving force for evaporation ∝ (a?w − RH),
as shown by eq 7 discussed in section 2.2.2. In
the case of biological liquids (sweat, for exam-
ple116), thus containing ionic species in solu-
tion, the accumulation of the latter on the evap-
oration interface inevitably leads to a decrease
in the driving force of evaporation when a?w de-
creases down to values close to the ambient hu-
midity (RH). As shown in Table 1, this mech-
anism can eventually lead to the formation of
crystals under most conditions, thus stopping
the passive pumping mechanism. For example,
the water activity of a saturated sodium chlo-
ride solution is aw ' 0.75,67 and evaporation in
conditions RH < 75% thus unavoidably leads to
crystallization. Such effects were demonstrated
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early on in many passive pumping systems: sin-
gle capillary pumps,88 external autonomous mi-
cropumps,96 and paper-based microfluidic de-
vices102 as shown in Figure 10. This effect
undoubtedly limits the scope of application of
the passive pumping devices listed earlier to
very dilute solutions for which aw ' 1 − VmC
with C � 1/Vm being the concentration of the
considered species (mol/m3), and only at short
times because the solutes accumulate continu-
ously. We will return to this point in detail in
section 4.5.1, showing in particular how simple
mass transport arguments allow one to estimate
the typical rate of solute accumulation on the
evaporation interface and, thus, for what condi-
tions and up to what times evaporation-induced
pumping remains nearly steady.

Some groups have also shown how to over-
come this issue by placing a large reservoir of
water upstream of the evaporation interface,
thus diluting the solution pumped by the sys-
tem,96 but at the cost of a certain complica-
tion of use. On the other hand, we will see
in section 4.5 that this passive concentration
mechanism can be cleverly exploited not only
to preconcentrate solutes but also to obtain use-
ful physicochemical information or to manufac-
ture micromaterials. In the case of crystalliza-
tion, for example, section 4.5.2 will show that
evaporation-induced microfluidic pumping can
be harnessed to study the mechanisms of nucle-
ation and growth of crystals in confined geome-
tries (even possibly at the gas/liquid interface),
which is an important issue for many applied
problems (scaling in water treatment, crystal-
lization in porous media, etc.)117

3.1.7 Evaporation from nanoscale pores

The transpiration of water by trees, which can
lead to large tensile stresses and negative liq-
uid pressures within the xylem, is a source of
inspiration for the realization of microfluidic
pumps that can withstand very high pressure
drops ∆P , as required by certain applications
such as chromatography.83 On the other hand,
these high pressures imply high capillary pres-
sures Pc ∝ γ/rc to trap the menisci and, there-
fore, very small pores, possibly down to a few

nanometers.
The basic picture illustrated in Figure 5B

actually remains valid even for channels with
nanometric transverse dimensions, as demon-
strated by Vincent et al. using experiments
of evaporation-driven flows at extreme nega-
tive tensile stresses (down to approximately
−100 MPa) in nanofabricated porous materi-
als with pores of a few nanometers.118 In this

ambient air
RH

Figure 11: Evaporation-driven pumping at
nanoscale (h ∼ nm) in the flow-limited regime.
The ambient conditions set the water potential
Ψ? at the interface and, thus, the local partial
vapor pressure p?.118

case, however, evaporation turns from a regime
limited by the transport in the gas phase to a
flow-limited regime for which the flow itself is
the limiting step, as shown in Figure 11. In-
deed, the viscous forces due to the high hydro-
dynamic resistance Rh of the nanochannels can
impose a curvature rc of the menisci down to a
few nm, thus affecting the partial vapor pres-
sure at the interface, as shown by the Kelvin-
Laplace equation (eq 12) and Table 1. In this
case, the ambient relative humidity RH directly
sets the curvature rc of the nanomenisci and the
water potential at the interface is Ψ? ' Ψext as
shown in Figure 11. The overall evaporation-
induced flow rate is limited in this regime by
the viscous forces in the channel and thus is
given by:118

Q ' −Ψext

Rh

= − RT

RhVm
ln (RH) , (14)

independently of the transport of the vapor in
the gas phase. The transition between the va-
por transport-limited and flow-limited regimes
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has been also discussed in ref119 in the con-
text of water transpiration in trees using pa-
rameter maps demarcating these regimes in a
specific configuration (array of pores including
also the hydrostatic contribution due to grav-
ity). To our knowledge, no microfluidic exper-
iments have been reported to explore the con-
tinuous transition between these two regimes,
and there is no experimental evidence of a vapor
transport-limited regime that could possibly ex-
ist for nanosized pores for very small pressure
drops (e.g., at very high relative humidity).

Vincent et al.118 demonstrated that the re-
ceding of the meniscus as shown schematically
in Figure 5C can also occur in the flow-limited
regime for channels with nanoscale dimensions,
but the critical capillary pressure in that case
only depends on the external water potential,
and receding can thus occur at low relative hu-
midity. As shown in Table 1, the critical capil-
lary pressure Pc = 2γ/h for pure water ranges
from Pc ' 10 MPa for nanochannels of height
h ' 10 nm down to ' 100 kPa for h ' 1 µm,
allowing one to set the accessible pressure range
according to the envisaged microfluidic applica-
tion.

3.1.8 Evaporation from hydrogels: to-
ward synthetic microfluidic trees

Different groups have used micro- and nanofab-
rication tools to achieve controlled architectures
to mimic tree water transpiration, sometimes
withstanding high negative pressures. The re-
alization of a synthetic tree and the first exper-
imental proof of passive pumping at a negative
pressure in a microfluidic channel were provided
by Wheeler and Stroock.120

In this pioneering work, these authors fab-
ricated a single microfluidic channel as shown
in Figure 12A into a hydrogel-based chip to
minimally mimic a tree consisting of a trunk
connecting the leaves to the root system. As
with the mesophyll cells on the surface of real
leaves, hydrogels are water permeable materi-
als and have a nanoporosity that allow them
to remain hydrated under low ambient hu-
midity conditions. These materials are then
good candidates to mimic the pumping mech-

(B)(A)

Figure 12: Toward synthetic trees and leaves.
(A) Microfluidic tree in a hydrogel chip leading
to transpiration at negative pressures. Adapted
with permission from ref.120 Copyright 2008
Springer Nature. (B) Leaf-inspired micropump
composed of a macroporous cryogel superim-
posed by a thermosensitive membrane, with mi-
cropores in the form of stomata whose opening
depends on the temperature (above pictures).
Adapted from ref.108 Copyright 2016 Springer
Nature under CC BY 4.0 license.

anisms shown in Figure 11 with nanoscale
pores and thus possibly high induced pressure
drops. Wheeler and Stroock used soft lithog-
raphy techniques to fabricate a synthetic tree
made of poly(hydroxyethyl methacrylate) hy-
drogels, and they report passive pumping at
negative pressure of approximately−1 MPa, es-
timated from measurements of the evaporation-
induced flow rate Q and the channel hydrody-
namic resistance Rh.

Such negative pressures raise the question of
possible cavitation instability because water is
then metastable with respect to its vapor phase
(boiling) but also with respect to any dissolved
gas; see refs121,122 for related studies on cav-
itation in hydrogels and ref123 on the role of
colloidal particles on the cavitation of water
droplets. These issues are again very important
for water transpiration in plants, as cavitation
can occur in the xylem, e.g., during extreme
drought, resulting in air-filled ducts and thus a
loss of conductance for water transport.66,75,76

Following Wheeler and Stroock, many groups
have reported hydrogel-based evaporation
pumping in microfluidic devices again for ap-
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plications that require nonpulsatile passive
pumping.108,124–127 In these cases, however, one
should go beyond the simple mechanical picture
shown schematically in Figure 11 and take into
account a proper description of the water mass
transport in the hydrogel128 to quantitatively
predict the limiting resistances to evaporation-
driven pumping.

Inspired by the mechanisms of controlled
stomata transpiration in true leaves, various
works have also reported controlled evaporation
from hydrogels105,108,126 or microporous mate-
rials125,129 using microfabricated arrays of slit-
like micropores (∼ 100 µm) mimicking stom-
atal apertures on real leaves as shown in Fig-
ure 12B. Such architectures can be made using
perforated polymeric films covering a microp-
orous membrane clamped at the outlet of a mi-
crofluidic chip,105 using microstructured poly-
meric coatings108 or microfabricated apertures
etched through a silicon wafer.129 In partic-
ular, these microapertures limit the evapora-
tion surface and thus make it possible to ad-
just the pumping rate.125 Active control also
has been demonstrated by Kim et al. using a
microstructured thermosensitive porous poly-
meric layer,108 see Figure 12B. Synthetic stom-
atal apertures coupled to microfabricated cavi-
ties playing the role of stomatal chambers cov-
ering a nanoporous artificial leaf were also re-
ported by Shi et al.129 This hierarchical archi-
tecture was used to study the role of the syn-
thetic stomatal chambers on the interplay be-
tween humidity variations in the ambient air
and evaporation from the nanoporous leaf.129

3.2 Pervaporation-driven pump-
ing

As explained in section 2, pervaporation is a
separation process that uses a dense membrane
to selectively transport molecules from a liquid
phase to a vapor phase. Pervaporation is com-
monly used by the chemical industry for a wide
range of operating units, such as dehydration
of organic solvents, removal of traces of volatile
organic compounds from water, or separation of
organic mixtures.28 Very little work reports the
use of pervaporation as a separation process as

such to separate the components of a solution
in a microfluidic chip; see section 4.2 for a few
examples. Beyond chemical separations, per-
vaporation shares strong analogies with evap-
oration from a fixed gas-liquid interface (sec-
tion 2); therefore, flows driven by pervaporation
are expected in any microfluidic system that in-
tegrates a dense membrane.

3.2.1 First experimental evidences

The first experimental evidences of flows in-
duced by pervaporation in a microfluidic chip
were reported in 2004 and 2005 by three differ-
ent groups.130–132 Eijkel et al. fabricated an ar-
ray of parallel microfluidic channels with small
transverse dimensions (thickness ' 500 nm,
width 2–30 µm) embedded in a polymide film
that was a few microns thick (Figure 13A). Wa-
ter pervaporation occurs through the polymide
roof of the channels, thus playing the role of
a thin membrane, over an area defined by mi-
crofabrication, ' 350 × 300 µm2. This perva-
poration flux is compensated by a water flow
rate from two reservoirs connected to the ar-
ray of microfluidic channels. For quantitative
measurements, Eijkel et al. used conductime-
try and a KNO3 aqueous solution to relate the
pervaporation-induced flow to the increase of
the ionic species in the channels. Velocities of a
few µm/s from both reservoirs were estimated,
in a quantitative agreement with the 1D picture
shown in Figure 13B, assuming that pervapo-
ration is limited by the transport through the
thin polyimide membrane and knowing the per-
meability of water through this material.130

In 2004-2005, Verneuil et al.131 and Randall
and Doyle132 reported similar phenomena for
a single linear channel filled with water in a
PDMS chip, although surprisingly without any
membrane, as shown in Figure 13C. As ex-
plained in section 2, silicone-based materials
such as PDMS are used for pervaporation sep-
aration processes at the macroscale, and these
two works clearly identified that flows occur in
the microfluidic channel because of pervapora-
tion of water through the whole PDMS chip
itself. These observations were supported by
measurements using particle tracking velocime-
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Figure 13: Pervaporation-driven microfluidic pumping. (A) Water pervaporation in an array of
submicrometer channels in a polymide chip, top and sectional views. The blue arrows indicate the
net water flux to compensate from pervaporation. Adapted with permission from ref.130 Copyright
2005 American Institute of Physics. (B) Cross-sectional view of an array of parallel channels in
a film of thickness H sealed by a glass slide. The color gradient indicates the steady solvent
concentration inside the film. (C) Water pervaporation in a single dead-end channel in a thick
PDMS chip. Q is the flow rate compensating the water loss by pervaporation along the channel.
(D) Cross-sectional view of a microchannel in a thick PDMS slab, with the same indications as for
(B).

try of dispersed fluorescent tracers showing flow
rates Q ' 0.5 nL/min within dead-end chan-
nels of ' 1 cm long, almost independently
of their transverse dimensions. These obser-
vations and the magnitude of the flows were
explained by both groups using the solution-
diffusion model40,41 as will be explained later.

3.2.2 Models for pervaporation-driven
flows in PDMS channels

Pervaporation-driven flows in PDMS chips were
rationalized both by both Verneuil et al.131 and
Randall and Doyle132 assuming the geometry
shown in Figure 13C and D: a single linear chan-
nel of length L with transverse dimensions that
are much smaller than the thickness H of the
PDMS block. Water pervaporation from the
filled channel occurs through a 3-step mecha-
nism as explained in section 2: (i) dissolution
of water molecules within the matrix at a con-
centration cpsat (kg/m3), (ii) diffusion of the wa-
ter molecules through the PDMS layer, and (iii)
water evaporation in the surrounding air of rel-
ative humidity RH.

For a sufficiently long dead-end channel, wa-

ter pervaporation along the channel’s length L
is expected to drive a flow at a rate:

Q = Lq , (15)

where q (m2/s) corresponds to the pervapora-
tion flux (per unit length) described by the 2D
diffusion configuration shown in Figure 13D. In
the model derived by Verneuil et al. and Ran-
dall an Doyle, the resistance to mass trans-
fer in the gas phase is considered negligible
(an assumption probably valid for a PDMS
block of centimeter thickness; see further dis-
cussion on this point later), the diffusion of wa-
ter molecules within PDMS is assumed to fol-
low Fick’s law with a constant diffusion coeffi-
cientDp

w (m2/s), and the water concentration in
PDMS is assumed to follow Henry’s law. The
water concentration at the external boundary
is thus cpedge ' RH cpsat, with cpsat (kg/m3) be-
ing the concentration of water at saturation in
the PDMS matrix and RH being the relative
humidity of the ambient air.

On the length scale H of the mass transfer,
the transverse channel dimensions are small,
and diffusion occurs almost radially. In this 2D
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configuration, Randall and Doyle and Verneuil
et al. recognized that the external boundary
plays only a logarithmic role, and provided the
following approximate estimate of the pervapo-
ration mass flux (per unit channel length), ρwq
[kg/(m s)]:

ρwq '
π

L
Dp

wc
p
sat(1− RH) , (16)

where L is a logarithmic factor that takes
into account the actual geometry, e.g., L =
ln[w/(4R)] for a thin channel (h � w) in a
semicircular PDMS block of radius R.132 Equa-
tion 16 was demonstrated to account quanti-
tatively for the measurements done using par-
ticle tracking velocimetry,131,132 with csat '
0.72 kg/m3 (' 40 mol/m3) and diffusivity of
water in PDMS of the order of Dp

w ' 10−9 m2/s,
see section 3.2.4 below. The same expres-
sion also explains the weak dependence of the
pervaporation-driven flow rate Q to the trans-
verse dimensions of the channel (height h rang-
ing between 2 and 125 µm and width w rang-
ing from ' 25 µm to ' 500 µm were studied in
ref131).

More recently, Dollet et al.133 used conformal
mapping techniques to provide an exact analyt-
ical solution of the diffusion equation governing
the water concentration in PDMS for the case of
a rectangular channel filled with water and em-
bedded in an infinite PDMS layer of thickness
H, as in Figure 13D. From this analytical solu-
tion, the same authors also provided the follow-
ing approximate solution for the pervaporation
rate (per unit channel length):

ρwq '
[
w

δ
+

2

π

(
ln

(H + δ)h

δ2
+
H

δ
ln
H + δ

h

)]
×Dp

wc
p
sat(1− RH) , (17)

which correctly accounts for the limiting regime
described by eq 16 for w � δ, but with an accu-
rate expression of the logarithmic correction L.
This expression also shows that, when w � δ,
pervaporation turns to a simple 1D mass trans-
fer with:

ρwq '
w

δ
Dp

wc
p
sat (1− RH) , (18)

similarly to eq 8 for the 1D model described
in section 2. It is this last relation that was
used by Eijkel et al. to estimate pervaporation-
induced flows through the thin polyimide mem-
brane130 shown in Figure 13A. The comparison
between eq 17 and the 2D case given by eq 16
shows that q can be geometrically enhanced
only when considering a thin membrane over
a wide channel (w � δ), an experimental con-
figuration, however, that is prone to mechanical
issues for PDMS due to its possible elastic de-
formation.

In these models, the resistance to mass trans-
fer in the vapor phase is also likely to play a
role, as previously discussed in section 2.2.4
(Figure 4). To illustrate this point we con-
sider for simplicity the 1D configuration shown
in Figure 13B. The resistance to mass transfer
through the PDMS membrane Rp ∼ δ/(Dp

wc
p
sat)

has to be compared to the resistance to mass
transfer in air Ra ∼ λ/(Dair

w csat) assuming 1D
diffusive transport over a boundary layer of
thickness λ (Dair

w ' 2.5 × 10−5 m2/s the dif-
fusion coefficient and csat ' 19× 10−3 kg/m3 is
the concentration of water vapor in air at sat-
uration at T = 22◦C69,70). For a membrane
thickness of δ = 20 µm, mass transfer is limited
by the PDMS (Rp > 10Ra) only for a boundary
layer λ < 1 mm, showing that blowing air over
the membrane (as, for instance, in refs133–135)
can be relevant in some cases. This criterion,
estimated assuming 1D transport, cannot a pri-
ori be applied to any configuration for which
2D or 3D effects can be expected, but it allows
one to conclude that gas-phase transport must
be considered precisely as soon as the PDMS
membrane is thin.

3.2.3 Transition between 1D and 2D
regimes: toward complex net-
works

The transition between 1D (eq 18) and 2D
(eq 16) regimes was illustrated by Noblin
et al.134 who considered pervaporation-driven
flows in a biomimetic leaf constituted by an ar-
ray of parallel dead-end channels embedded in a
PDMS layer, as shown in Figure 14. For a high
channel density (d � δ, d being the center-
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Figure 14: Transition between 1D and 2D
regimes in an array of parallel dead-end chan-
nels (biomimetic PDMS leaf, top). The graph
shows that the overall pervaporation-driven
flow rate saturates for high channel density
∝ 1/d, and that the transition between 1D
and 2D regimes occurs for d ∼ δ. Symbols
correspond to different δ (diamonds, 45 µm;
squares, 78 µm; disks, 320 µm), and continu-
ous lines correspond to simulations using the
solution-diffusion model. Adapted from ref.134

Copyright 2008 National Academy of Sciences,
U.S.A.

to-center distance between channels), the over-
all pervaporation-induced mass flux (per unit
length) is mainly 1D, and given by:

ρwq '
W

δ
Dp

wc
p
sat (1− RH) , (19)

with W the width of the array independently
of the channel density. For small channel den-
sity (d� δ), the overall pervaporation-induced
flow rate increases linearly with the channel
density as there are no couplings between each
channels, and pervaporation rates from each
channel are given by eq 16. Note also that
Noblin et al. showed in the same work that

the pervaporation-induced flow rates vary as
Q ∝ (1− RH), in agreement with the theoreti-
cal predictions given earlier, suggesting that the
slight deviations from Henry’s law at small and
high vapor activities evaluated by vapor sorp-
tion measurements at equilibrium,136 remain
negligible and that the assumption of a con-
stant diffusion coefficient Dp

w is also sufficient;
see refs137–139 for this issue.

The study by Noblin et al. shows how phys-
ical arguments explain the vascular architec-
ture of the leaves for an optimal vein density
for water transpiration. This result was vali-
dated by measurements on real leaves indeed
showing a linear relationship between the mean
distance between leaf veins and leaf thickness
(d ∝ δ).134 In a similar context, the precise
control of pervaporation-induced flows mainly
due to the diffusive transport of water through
the PDMS opens exciting perspectives to study
the mechanisms of gas embolism development
in the venous network of leaves, as shown in
Figure 15,140 see also ref.141 Beyond these re-
sults that are relevant for plant biology, the
same considerations can also be used to prop-
erly design channel geometries to minimize the
couplings by pervaporation between neighbor-
ing channels.142

3.2.4 Toward quantitative pervaporation-
induced flows?

Equation 17 shows that it is possible to pre-
dict quantitatively the flow rate Q induced by
pervaporation in a single linear channel, and
to control it through the geometry of the chip.
This prediction is valid for a long channel be-
cause it ignores edge effects due to geometric
amplification of the pervaporation flux at the
tip and entrance of the channel.142

Such a quantitative description is also only
possible if values of cpsat and Dp

w are precisely
known. Water saturation in PDMS Sylgard
184 traditionally used for making microfluidic
chips was reported by Randall and Doyle us-
ing gravimetric measurements at T = 21◦C:
cpsat ' 0.72 kg/m3 (' 40 mol/m3).132 The same
value was found by Harley et al.136 also for
Sylgard 184 using water vapor sorption mea-
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Figure 15: Pervaporation in complex PDMS
channel networks. Snapshots of the drying out
of a network mimicking an Adiantum leaf in
a thin PDMS layer. The dead-end channels
are initially filled with water through a single
inlet on top of the images (not visible). The
darker areas correspond to the dried out parts
of the channels, and the lighter ones are filled
with water. In this experiment, the evapora-
tion of water from the meniscus and the perva-
poration in the air-filled parts of the channels
are not negligible compared to pervaporation
from the liquid-filled parts. Scale bar 1 mm.
Adapted with permission from ref.140 Copyright
2020 Cambridge University Press.

surements at T = 30◦C (' 0.95 cm3 (STP)
per g of PDMS, leading to cpsat ' 0.73 kg/m3

assuming a density of ' 965 kg/m3). Us-
ing these values, the groups cited earlier have
shown a quantitative agreement between the
measured pervaporation-induced flow rates and
the corresponding theoretical predictions for
linear channels by adjusting the diffusion co-
efficient Dp

w of water in PDMS. Values in the
range Dp

w ' 0.8–1.1 × 10−9 m2/s were re-
ported, in a good agreement with dynamic va-
por sorption measurements in cross-linked Syl-
gard 184,136 but also with many other esti-
mations of this transport coefficient using per-
meability measurements through PDMS mem-
branes (possibly in the microfluidic context) or
silicone-based rubbers, they were sometimes ex-
trapolated from measurements of gas perme-
ability.137–139,143–146

A closer comparison, however, shows that the
values of the coefficient Dp

w can vary from work
to work up to ±20%. Beyond the measure-
ment uncertainties, several factors can explain
this deviation to a more accurate prediction of
the pervaporation-induced flows, notably the
dependence of the parameters on temperature,
the precise composition of the PDMS formu-
lation (see, for instance, the variations of the
permeability145,147 and the water absorption148

due to the mixing ratio of PDMS and its cur-
ing agent), or the role played by surface modi-
fications such as plasma treatment leading to a
silica-like surface that acts as a barrier as shown
for oxygen permeation.149

In turn, microfluidic tools could be used to
finely measure the diffusion coefficient Dp

w in
PDMS and identify the parameters governing
its variations (water activity, temperature, pre-
treatment, etc.). These measurements would
perhaps provide a better understanding of the
molecular mechanisms of water transport in sil-
icone elastomers,137–139,144,146 an issue that re-
mains important, especially in the context of
moisture permeation.136 It would also be rel-
evant to explore the possibility of controlling
Dp

w using another solvent (possibly in the gas
phase) that is capable of swelling PDMS and
thus significantly increasing the diffusivity of
water Dp

w, as shown in the context of perme-
ation of organic solvent mixtures through elas-
tomers.150

3.2.5 Dynamic control and pervaporation-
driven pumping

Verneuil et al.131 and Randall and Doyle132

recognized early that the unavoidable
pervaporation-driven flows in PDMS can be
detrimental for applications that require highly
controlled conditions (e.g., no flows or con-
stant concentration in aqueous solutions with
solutes that are not permeable in PDMS). Both
groups also showed that a simple way to miti-
gate these flows consists of supersaturating the
PDMS matrix with water by presoaking the
chip in a water bath or by directly immers-
ing it. When the chip is fully immersed in a
water bath, the pervaporation-driven flows de-
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crease within a few hours for a centimeter-sized
PDMS block,131 thus suggesting that the time
scale ∼ H2/Dp

w of the 2D picture shown in
Figure 13D limits the temporal evolution of the
flows to any change in the external conditions.

For accurate temporal control of the
pervaporation-induced flows, Leng et al. used
multilayer soft lithography to integrate a thin
PDMS membrane (thickness in the range
δ ' 10–30 µm) separating two microfluidic
channels: one filled with pure water, and the
other filled with a dry sweep gas to remove
actively the water vapor.135 With such devices
as shown in Figure 16A, pervaporation-induced
flows can be controlled with response times
down to a few seconds by controlling the flow
of the sweep gas as seen in Figure 16B. This
time scale is in line with the theoretical pic-
tures given earlier because the characteristic
diffusion time across the membrane is only
' δ2/Dp

w ≤ 1 s for δ ' 20 µm.

(A)

(B)

δ

Figure 16: Dynamic control of microfluidic per-
vaporation. (A) Multilayer PDMS chip in-
corporating a thin PDMS membrane separat-
ing the water-filled dead-end channel from a
channel with a gas sweep for vapor removal.
(B) Pervaporation-induced flows, measured us-
ing particle tracking velocimetry, in response
to the switching on and off of the sweep gas.
Adapted with permission from ref.135 Copyright
2006 American Physical Society.

Quite surprisingly, no group has exploited
pervaporation through microstructured PDMS
sheets for passive pumping, as in the many
applications using evaporation listed in sec-
tion 3.1. However, we note the study in ref151

that exploits the pervaporation of organic sol-
vents through a dead-end plastic tube con-
nected to a miniaturized liquid fuel cell to in-
duce passive pumping. On the other hand, the
recent theoretical developments discussed ear-
lier show that a precise control of the pumping
flow rates can be obtained for water, simply
by playing on the geometries of the channels
in PDMS chips, a major asset in particular for
low flow rates compared to evaporation. As in
the case of evaporation, one of the major ob-
stacles to the use of pervaporation in applica-
tions also concerns the associated accumulation
of insoluble solutes, eventually leading to a de-
crease in the driving force of pervaporation and
ultimately to irreversible clogging of the chan-
nels. However, Verneuil et al.131 and Randall
Doyle132 pointed out that the flows induced by
pervaporation constitute an original way of con-
centrating solutes in a controlled manner, and
open the possibility of multiple studies such as
the exploration of phase diagrams or the fabri-
cation of micromaterials; see further details in
sections 4.3 and 4.4.

3.3 Osmosis-driven pumping

3.3.1 Generalities

Driving force – Forward osmosis allows a
passive mass transfer as soon as a difference
of osmotic pressure ∆Π exists across a fixed
and semipermeable membrane (section 2); as
for evaporation and pervaporation, osmosis can
thus be exploited to passively pump solutions
in microfluidic applications. Figure 17A il-
lustrates this simple picture: a semipermeable
membrane integrated within a microfluidic chip
separates two channels thus generating an os-
motic pressure difference ∆Π between a draw
solution, typically a concentrated solution of
osmotic agents, and a more dilute solution, re-
ferred to as the feed solution. The osmotic pres-
sure difference induces a net solvent flow rate Q
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as long as the solutes are rejected by the mem-
brane. For an ideal semipermeable membrane
(i.e., for a full solute rejection), and neglecting
the transmembrane pressure difference ∆P (see
below), the volumetric solvent flux Q (m3/s)
through the membrane is given by:

Q = ALp(∆P −∆Π) ' −ALp∆Π , (20)

with A being the membrane surface and Lp be-
ing its permeability in m/(s Pa), similarly to
eq 9 discussed in section 2.2.2 for the same 1D
configuration (Figure 3C).

Dense membranes – Microfluidic osmosis-
driven flows can be observed with dense mem-
branes, commonly used for pervaporation pro-
cesses, such as PDMS,131,132 polyimide,130 or
any other polymeric material. The permeabil-
ity Lp can be estimated in that case by the
solution-diffusion model using the 1D picture
described by eq 8 and eq 11 in section 2.2.2:

Lp '
Dp

wc
p
sat

ρwδ

Vm
RT

, (21)

with δ being the membrane thickness. For such
dense membranes, the difference of osmotic
pressure can be obtained with any solute (e.g.,
salts, polymers, etc.) that does not dissolve
in the membrane. Passive pumping has been
demonstrated, for instance, by Eijkel et al. in
a microfluidic chip integrating a thin polyimide
membrane (δ ' 2.3 µm, Figure 13A) using pure
water and a sodium chloride solution.130 Never-
theless, forward osmosis through dense PDMS
membranes is not the most efficient method
for pumping applications in the case of aque-
ous solutions, because their permeability can
be small, for instance, Lp ' 10−16 m/(s Pa) for
pure water using the estimate given by eq 21 for
a membrane of thickness δ = 40 µm. This state-
ment is no longer valid for high performance
membranes having a thin, dense, hydrophilic
layer supported by a porous substrate that al-
low both high water permeability and selectiv-
ity in the current applications of forward osmo-
sis.152 On the other hand, we will return to this
later in section 4.3 to show that the small per-
meability of PDMS membranes to water does

not prevent the use of osmosis in PDMS chips
for applications such as the screening of phase
diagrams or protein crystallization conditions.

Liquid membranes – Osmosis-driven flows
can also occur through liquid interfaces, such
as thin liquid oil films separating two aqueous
compartments in a microfluidic channel. In this
case, water molecules dissolve and diffuse in
the oil phase, as for pervaporation or osmosis
through a dense membrane, leading possibly to
a net water flow rate relative to the liquid inter-
face. Such mechanisms play an important role
in the context of enhanced oil recovery using
low-salinity water flooding, as demonstrated for
instance by Bremond and co-workers using mi-
crofluidic experiments at the pore scale level,153

see also refs154,155 for other related works us-
ing porous micromodels. Even if the mecha-
nisms are clearly based on osmotic effects, we
will not make an extended review of such works
because they do not strictly correspond to the
scope of the present review focused on passive
mass transport through a fixed interface.

Porous membranes – Larger osmosis-
driven flows can be obtained a priori with
porous semipermeable membranes due to their
higher permeability Lp. There is, however, a
compromise, because the gain in efficiency asso-
ciated with a more permeable membrane, while
allowing full rejection of the osmotic agents,
can be offset by a drop in the driving force ∆Π.
Indeed, as the osmotic pressure depends on the
molar concentration of the solute, the high-
est driving forces are reached only for highly
soluble solutes with small molecular weights.
On the other hand, the pore size has to de-
crease with the size of the rejected solute, thus
imposing a priori a small permeability Lp for
rejecting small osmotic agents, the so-called
selectivity-permeability trade-off.156 One way
to overcome this trade-off is to use asymmetric
membranes with a thin selective layer mechan-
ically supported by an underlying porous layer.
Another possibility would be to use solutes
not fully rejected by the membrane but which
could induce transiently a higher osmotic force
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Figure 17: Microfluidic osmotic pumping. (A) Sketch of microfluidic forward osmosis. The osmotic
pressure difference ∆Π between the draw solution (top) and the feed solution (bottom) induces a
flow through the membrane at a rate Q given by eq 20. (B) Zoom-in on the membrane evidencing
external concentration polarization (ECP), on either the feed or draw sides (concentrative vs dilutive
ECP). (C) Osmosis-driven actuation of a movable partition, and (D) osmotic suction for microfluidic
pumping.

or even flows driven by diffusio-osmosis, as re-
cently demonstrated through fully permeable
nanopores.26 These configurations would merit
further investigation in the more specific con-
text of microfluidic osmosis-driven pumping
reviewed here.

Most of the passive osmotic microfluidic
pumps referenced below use dialysis membranes
with homogeneous porosity across their thick-
ness. The corresponding molecular weight cut-
off (MWCO) range up to several kDa with a
hydraulic permeability Lp ' 0.5–5×10−12 m/(s
Pa) for pure water at room temperature. How-
ever, some studies report the use of asymmet-
ric membranes commonly used in reverse os-
mosis and nanofiltration for which higher per-
meability can be expected.156 In the applica-
tions listed below, osmotic agents are typically
small ions (sodium chloride [Na+, Cl−]), small
molecules (e.g., sucrose), or short-chain poly-
mers such as dextran or polyethylene glycol,
and the driving force ranges from ∆Π ' 0.1 to
' 50 MPa, which is therefore much higher than
the pressure differences induced by the viscous
forces or due to the hydrostatic contributions,

∆P � ∆Π (forward osmosis, see also Table 1).

Concentration polarization – In the mi-
crofluidic applications reviewed below, mass
transfer limitations are also likely to play a role
due to the development of concentration gra-
dients at the membrane surface, the so-called
concentration polarization (CP)25 mentioned
in section 2.2.4. More precisely, the osmosis-
driven flow through the membrane a priori
induces a depleted layer of draw molecules
close to the membrane surface, thus decreasing
the osmotic driving force (dilutive ECP, Fig-
ure 17B). Similarly, the same flow can concen-
trate any osmotic active solutes present in the
feed solution (as soon as the latter are rejected
by the membrane), thus decreasing the driving
force (concentrative ECP, Figure 17B).

The extents λo and ξo of these layers are
given by a balance between molecular diffu-
sion and advection by the osmotic flow but
also by any other flow close to the membrane
surface,25 so that it is not possible to give
generic values for λo and ξo because they de-
pend strongly on the experimental configura-
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tion. In the frontal configuration shown in Fig-
ure 4, for instance, the flow J due to forward os-
mosis continuously accumulates the solutes up-
stream of the membrane in a boundary layer
of extent ξo ∝ D/J (with D being the diffu-
sion coefficient of the solute), therefore possibly
decreasing the osmotic driving force (concen-
trative ECP), see section 2.2.4. In any case,
microfluidic tools allow a direct visualization
of the ECP phenomenon in particularly well
controlled flow conditions as demonstrated by
Jiao et al. using a dye and fluorescence mi-
croscopy in a microfluidic chip integrating a
nanofiltration membrane.157 Such studies make
it possible to directly validate the ingredients
of the convection-diffusion models in particu-
lar used to optimize large-scale forward osmosis
processes.

For asymmetric membranes having a thin ac-
tive layer mechanically supported by a thicker
porous layer, CP can also occur within the
pores of the support layer (internal CP, ICP)
making it little dependent on flows near the
membrane surface.158 Fouling of the membrane
surface by adsorption of large molecules can
also occur, which also reduces its overall per-
meability,159,160 but in most cases the relatively
low permeate flows (J < 10 µm/s) make it pos-
sible to work under subcritical conditions thus
limiting fouling.161 We will come back to these
questions when they are raised in the work re-
viewed below.

Geometrical pumping configurations –
As for the case of evaporation, many groups de-
veloped autonomous osmosis-driven pumps for
microfluidic applications that require nonpul-
satile low flow rates or for applications that
cannot integrate external macroscale pumps or
that require power free pumps, such as portable
applications, in vivo drug delivery, continuous
monitoring, energy harvesting, etc. Among the
published works on microfluidic osmotic pumps,
two main configurations emerge as shown in
Figure 17C and D, and we focus in the following
section on the osmotic actuation of a movable
partition by means of osmosis shown in Fig-
ure 17C.

3.3.2 Osmotic actuation
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Flexible impermeable
membrane
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Figure 18: Operating principle of the miniatur-
ized osmotic pump developed by Theeuwes and
Yum for in situ delivery of a drug.162 Adapted
with permission from ref163 in the application
context of continuous monitoring of nitrate.
Copyright 1994 American Chemical Society.

Initial concept– This type of pump dates
back to a series of works in the mid-1970s con-
cerning the development of biocompatible mi-
crosystems for autonomous delivery of small
quantities of drugs (≤ 1 mL) at low flow rates
Q < 10 µL/h.162 This type of osmotic pump is
also found for continuous nitrate analysis, when
submersed in water, on time scales of several
months.163 The principle of such miniaturized
pumps is illustrated schematically in Figure 18:
it consists of a reservoir containing the drug
or a reagent in contact with a movable parti-
tion with a closed reservoir of osmotic agents
(e.g., a concentrated salt solution). This reser-
voir is itself encapsulated by a rigid semiper-
meable membrane and plunged in an aqueous
bath. Because liquids are not compressible, the
osmosis-driven flow through the membrane at
a rate Q displaces the movable partition, thus
pumping out the drug solution through the de-
livery orifice at the same volumetric rate.

Beyond leaks, concentration polarization, and
membrane fouling, the conditions to ensure a
constant delivery rate Q (see eq 20) consist
of a negligible pressure difference ∆P induced
by the flow itself and a constant driving force
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∆Π.162 These conditions are fully ensured by
using a saturated solution of salts with an ex-
cess of solid, thus inducing a constant osmotic
pressure that is much larger than the pressure
drop induced by viscous forces, e.g., ∆P �
∆Π ' 40 MPa for a saturated sodium chlo-
ride solution (water activity aw ' 0.75; see Ta-
ble 1).67 The elasticity of the membrane-bound
compartment containing the osmotic agents can
itself impact the dynamics, as shown by Bruhn
et al., who measured the dynamics of pressure
generation in deformable dialysis cassettes con-
taining a draw solution and immersed in a water
reservoir.164 Similar concepts of osmotic passive
pumps are now found in various commercial ap-
plications, see, for example, the push-pull os-
motic tablets for the controlled release of possi-
bly poorly water-soluble drugs or the miniatur-
ized implantable pumps for research in labora-
tory animals, with drug volumes ≤ 1 mL and
release durations up to weeks.165,166

Miniaturization – With the advent of mi-
crofabrication techniques, several protocols
were developed to miniaturize such pumps at
the microfluidic scales. Su et al., for instance,
fabricated microchambers containing salt crys-
tals in cellulose acetate chips to make microac-
tuators.167 In contact with a water reservoir,
a large osmotic pressure difference was estab-
lished, leading to a significant hydrostatic pres-
sure that was able to deform mechanically the
microdevice, as shown in Figure 19A.167

Using similar microfabrication techniques
combining PDMS soft lithography and semiper-
meable membranes in cellulose acetate, the
same group later designed a miniaturized
version of the pump shown in Figure 18.168

The pumps shown in Figure 19B can pro-
vide extremely low but stable flow rates
(Q ' 0.2 µL/h) from small reservoirs (' 2 µL)
for potential biomedical applications. Follow-
ing similar ideas, Chen et al. also developed
protocols based on multilayer soft lithography
to trap a concentrated sucrose solution within
a closed microfluidic chamber.170 Using the os-
motic pressure difference between the sucrose
solution and an external drop of water, a thin
PDMS membrane was deformed and acted as

(A)

(B)

(C)

Figure 19: Osmosis-driven actuation. (A)
(Left) cross-sectional scanning electron mi-
croscopy (SEM) image of a cellulose acetate
microcompartment bounded on top by a thin
membrane. (Right) SEM image of the microac-
tuator immersed in water showing the defor-
mation of the membrane; adapted from ref.167

Copyright 2002 IEEE. (B) Water-powered drug
delivery system. (Left) cross-sectional SEM
image of the chip with the actuation and the
semipermeable membranes. (Right) SEM im-
age of the SU-8 mold for PDMS casting show-
ing the hemi-spheric 2 µL reservoir; adapted
from ref.168 (C) Osmotic pumping with fluid-
responsive polymer particles. Adapted with
permission from ref.169 Copyright 2007 Else-
vier.

a microfluidic valve. Again using similar con-
cepts and microfabrication methods, but this
time integrating a dense thermoplastic mem-
brane in polyurethane, Peng et al. developed
a microfluidic system only driven by an os-
motic pressure difference for preprogramming
sequences of constant-rate pumping alternating
with pauses for minutes.171

Fluid-responsive polymer particles – In
the same spirit, osmosis-driven actuation using
fluid-responsive polymer particles was also de-
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veloped for pumping liquids at much higher flow
rates and for shorter delivery times, Q ' 10-
20 µL/min for a few minutes,169,172 Figure 19C.
The driving force leading to the swelling of the
hydrogel particles trapped in a reservoir in con-
tact with a movable partition is due to the os-
motic pressure difference between the interior of
the polymer particle and the surrounding fluid.
This osmotic pressure comes from the counteri-
ons associated with the ions bound to the poly-
mer chains.169,172 This driving force is, on the
other hand, counterbalanced by the elasticity
of the polymer network, which therefore plays
a role in the swelling dynamics of the hydrogel
and ultimately leads to an equilibrium state.

Many other demonstrations of the use of
stimulus-responsive hydrogels have been re-
ported for various microfluidic applications
(valves, pumps, actuators, etc.), see, for in-
stance, the review in ref173 and refs174–178 for
examples of micropumps (not always passively-
driven).

3.3.3 Osmotic passive pumping

Another class of pumping mode emerges among
the works reviewed in the framework of au-
tonomous osmosis-driven pumps: the use of a
draw solution reservoir to pump fluids out of a
microfluidic chip, as shown in Figure 17D. This
pumping mode shares strong analogies with
the works reviewed in section 3.1.4 using evap-
oration through (often external) microporous
membranes or materials.

Remote reservoirs – In this context, Park
et al. developed a protocol to bind a semiper-
meable cellulose membrane with small cutoffs
(MWCO 2 kDa) on a PDMS cubic cham-
ber (10 × 10 × 10 mm3) as shown in Fig-
ure 20A. This device is capable of generat-
ing suction pumps for various microfluidic ap-
plications when submerged in a macroscopic
reservoir (' 10 mL) of aqueous solutions of
polyethylene glycol (PEG).179 Such pumps were
used to passively deliver pulse-free flow rates
down to Q ' 0.1 µL/h and thus generate stable
chemical gradients of signaling molecules over
an extended period of time (without renew-

ing the external PEG bath) to study stem cell
differentiation180,181 or for mimicking in vitro
perfusion culture.182 Similar micropumps have
been also used for microfluidic fuel cells to gen-
erate stable flows for several days without any
energy input;183 see also ref151 cited earlier in
the same context but using pervaporation. For
this specific application, an air bubble in the
outer tube connecting the pump to the chip
prevents the mixing between the pure water
(in contact with the draw solution through the
membrane) and the fuel/oxidizer waste from
the chip.

(A)

(B)

Figure 20: Osmotic suction for microfluidic
pumping. (A) PDMS cubic osmotic microp-
umps (right) capable of generating suction
pumping for microfluidic applications when im-
mersed in a PEG solution (left). Adapted with
permission from ref.179 Copyright 2007 Royal
Society of Chemistry. (B) Portable osmosis-
driven micropump developed by Chuang et al.
including magnetic assembly and sealing at the
outlet of a chip. Adapted with permission from
ref.184 Copyright 2019 Elsevier.
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Minimizing dead volumes – The examples
cited earlier require a tube connecting the chip
outlet to the PDMS cubic chamber and, thus,
possibly large volumes of the liquid sample of
interest. To minimize these volumes, called
dead volumes in the following, Xu et al. made
similar osmotic pumps in the context of mi-
crofluidic perfusion cell by directly integrating
the semipermeable dialysis membrane (regen-
erated cellulose, MWCO 3.5 kDa) and the os-
motic agents reservoir (' 3 mL) at the outlet
of a PDMS microfluidic chip.185 Stable flows of
culture medium for cell perfusion culture were
demonstrated for days with polyvinylpyrroli-
done (PVP) draw solutions leading to pumping
rates down to Q ' 0.1 µL/min.

Always with the idea of minimizing dead vol-
umes, Chuang et al. developed a portable os-
motic pressure drawing plug sealed at the out-
let of a chip with simple magnetic assembly184

as shown in Figure 20B. Such a plug integrates
a semipermeable polyamide asymmetric mem-
brane containing water channel proteins (aqua-
porins) and a ' 5 mL reservoir with NaCl as
osmotic agents. Chuang et al. demonstrated
that these plugs can generate stable flow rates
up to Q ' 30 µL/min for several hours.

Stability and mass transfer limitations –
In the earlier works, the large volumes of the
draw reservoir (a few mL) prevent significant
dilution by the relatively low flow rates induced
by osmosis (µL/h–µL/min); these remain sta-
ble for several hours without renewing the reser-
voir. Interestingly, stable osmotic flows are ob-
served even when pumping liquids containing
ions, as is often the case in many biological
applications: phosphate-buffered saline (PBS),
culture medium, etc.185 This differs greatly
from the evaporation-based micropumps dis-
cussed in section 3.1.4 for which the accumu-
lation of nonvolatile solutes at the evaporation
interface unavoidably limits the pumping ef-
ficiency at long time scales.96 This is clearly
an advantage for osmotic pumps because the
molecular contaminants dissolved in the feed
solution can pass through the membrane as
soon as its pores are large enough. On the
other hand, a decline in pumping efficiency

may occur for feed solutions containing large
biomolecules such as proteins that foul the
membrane.185 Similar effects were also reported
for PEG molecules used as osmotic agents that
block the pores of a dialysis membrane, thereby
decreasing their permeability.164

It is also worth noting that most of the ear-
lier works do not mention any mass transfer
limitation due to dilutive ECP on the draw
side, despite transmembrane osmotic fluxes up
to several µm/s and osmotic agents possibly
with small diffusion coefficients (e.g., aqueous
polymer solutions such as PEG or PVP). Free
convection within the draw reservoirs (with vol-
umes of a few mL in the earlier-mentioned ap-
plications) is likely to play a role, preventing
the formation of unstirred layers adjacent to
the membrane. Correlations calculated, for in-
stance, using boundary layer film theory could
then be used to estimate the extent λo of the
dilutive ECP as a function of the nature of the
flow in the reservoir,158 but we are not aware of
any work along these lines in the context of the
works presented earlier.

Reaching higher pumping rates – Be-
cause dilutive ECP does not appear to limit
the transmembrane flow in the earlier works,
the pumping efficiency can be simply increased
by increasing the membrane surface A, often
limited to a few cm2 by the targeted microflu-
idic application. Jajack et al., on the other
hand, performed a comparative study of differ-
ent membranes commonly used for forward os-
mosis, nanofiltration, or dialysis applications,
to maximize osmosis-driven flows up to a few
µL/min for ∼ cm2 membrane area,186 see also
section 4.2.

To reach significantly higher pumping rates,
Chen et al. also integrated a dialysis membrane
at the outlet of a PDMS chip but with a larger
MWCO (20 kDa) and used water absorbing
polymer particles instead of a draw solution.170

Flow rates up to Q ' 30 µL/min were reported
but for shorter times (' 30 min) due to the
swelling equilibrium of the particles. Follow-
ing a similar concept, Seo et al. also designed a
hydrogel-based suction microfluidic pump using
superabsorbent polymers to reach flow rates up
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to Q ' 80 µL/min for several hours.178

Osmotic pumping with hydrogels –
Again using hydrogels but now directly inte-
grated into a PDMS microfluidic chip, Shay et
al. developed an osmotic microfluidic pump as
shown in Figure 21 for portable health moni-
toring applications based on sweat collection at
small flow rates (Q ≤ µL/min).187

(A)

(B)

Figure 21: (A) Top and cross-sectional views of
the chip developed by Shay et al. for continuous
monitoring of sweat. The skin is modeled using
a dialysis membrane. (B) Push and pull mech-
anism using a hydrogel saturated with mobile
draw agents (NaCl/glycerol) inducing forward
osmosis to draw a sweatlike fluid and pump it in
the PDMS chip. Adapted with permission from
ref.187 Copyright 2017 Royal Society of Chem-
istry.

In this device, a hydrogel disk with a semicir-
cular notch on its edge is inserted into a PDMS
chip and sealed on one side by a dialysis mem-
brane to mimic skin (MWCO 12-14 kDa). The
entire device is then clamped onto a cell con-
taining a PBS solution acting as sweat. As men-
tioned by the authors, fixed species attached to
the hydrogel backbone, such as acrylate moi-
eties, induce high osmotic pressure that causes
fluid flow into the hydrogel, thereby swelling
the hydrogel, but does not lead to a net flow to
the microchannel in the PDMS device. When
mobile osmotic solutes are previously dissolved
in the hydrogel (NaCl or glycerol), the authors
reported passive pumping of the liquid for a few
hours, from the cell through the membrane and

notch and toward the microchannel. This sur-
prising mechanism, called push and pull by the
authors, capable of continuously pumping the
collected fluid in the microfluidic chip, cannot
be simply explained by forward osmosis alone,
and further studies are needed to understand
its functioning.

3.3.4 Osmosis-driven sugar transport in
plants

Generalities – Beyond the passive pump-
ing applications mentioned earlier, the minia-
turization of osmotic flows using microfluidic
tools has made it possible to quantitatively ex-
plore mechanisms of sugar transport in plants.
In a simplified way, plants have two vascular
systems: the xylem, which allows passive wa-
ter transport from the roots to the leaves (see
Figure 5 and section 3.1), and the phloem,
which carries sugars produced by photosynthe-
sis from the source sites (mature leaves) to
places where sugars are needed (sinks: fruits,
roots, etc.)66,76,188 The transverse dimensions of
the phloem again lie in the microfluidic range,
10–50 µm, and sugars are passively transported
by osmotic effects, the so-called Münch mecha-
nism, or the pressure-flow hypothesis shown in
Figure 22A. In this mechanism, sugars are first
loaded inside the tubular phloem cells at the
production organs, creating an osmotic pressure
difference with the surrounding environment.
This osmotic driving force induces a bulk flow
that carries sugars along the phloem, possibly
over long distances, to the sink organs where
they are discharged.

Microfluidic Münch flows – Since the ad-
vent of microfluidic technologies, these have
proven to be powerful tools for experimentally
testing these transport mechanisms quantita-
tively, as these are difficult to probe experimen-
tally in vivo.66,76,188 Figure 22B illustrates one
of the first works carried out by Jensen et al.
in this context189 (see also ref190 for a similar
study but at larger scales ∼ cm): A dialysis
membrane separates two microfluidic channels,
one filled with a concentrated solution (sucrose
or dextran) and the other with water. Col-
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Figure 22: Osmosis-driven sugar transport.
(A) Schematic setup used by Münch to demon-
strate passive osmotic transport between flasks
of high to low sugar concentrations immersed
in water. (B) Microfluidic illustration of Münch
osmotic transport of sugars along a channel sep-
arated by a dialysis membrane from a water
channel189 (top and sectional views). Adapted
with permission from ref.76 Copyright 2016
American Physical Society.

ored dyes then allow observation and measure-
ments of the transport of the osmotic agents
along the channel (at velocities ranging from 5
to 15 µm/s), induced by the difference in os-
motic pressure across the membrane. In these
works, the use of microfluidic tools is key not
only to visually highlight the mechanisms of
sugar transport in the phloem but also for a
quantitative comparison with the models, thus
boosting the understanding of these phenom-
ena.76,188

These microfluidic illustrations of the Münch
mechanism share some similarities with some
passive osmotic pumps reviewed in section 3.3.3
but with the fundamental difference that the
draw solution is confined in the microfluidic
chip. The depleted layer of osmotic agents
linked to the flow through the membrane (ECP)
is key in this case because it only results from
a balance between molecular diffusion and ad-
vection induced by the osmotic flow in the
microchannel, the so-called unstirred concen-
tration boundary layer .191,192 This case con-

Figure 23: Multilevel chip developed by Comtet
et al. to study the coupling between diffusive
loading of sugars inside the phloem cells and
their passive osmotic transport. Adapted with
permission from ref.193 Copyright 2017 Springer
Nature.

trasts with the examples mentioned earlier with
macroscopic reservoirs of draw solutions, where
free convection or even inertial flows are also
likely to play a role in the dilutive ECP. In
the case of the microfluidic Münch flow, the
extent of the unstirred concentration bound-
ary layer (and its variation along the channel)
can only be predicted by modeling the shape of
the osmotic flow and solute transport using the
Stokes and convection-diffusion equations; see
refs191,192 and references therein.

Passive sugar loading – The contribution
of microfluidics to the understanding of sugar
transport in plants has once again been demon-
strated by Comtet et al. with a chip allowing
for study of the coupling between the long-
distance transport of sugars and their passive
loading inside the phloem cells by diffusion at
the production sites.193,194 This multilevel mi-
crofluidic chip shown in Figure 23 integrates
two cellulose ester dialysis membranes with dif-
ferent MWCOs (and thus permeabilities Lp) to
induce both a bulk flow similar to that of the
Münch mechanism and a resistance to the diffu-
sive loading of the sugars (here dextrans) from
the source to the phloem. Here again, the versa-
tility of microfluidic tools in which the different
resistances to mass transport can be adjusted
(e.g., by playing with the geometry) makes it
possible to validate simplified transport models
and to highlight the relevant limiting regimes
for real trees.193
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Toward novel membrane integrations? –
Importantly, for most of the works mentioned
earlier (also including those discussed in sec-
tions 3.3.2 and 3.3.3), membrane integration is
a critical technological issue due to the poor
compatibility between commercial membranes
and the standard microfluidic chip materials
such as PDMS. Despite their extreme utility,
current solutions such as mechanical clamping
or the bonding of membranes to prevent leaks
deserve a technological breakthrough. There is
no doubt that in situ manufacturing technolo-
gies of nanoporous membranes (see refs195–200

for some examples using photopolymerization)
can allow finer observations of osmosis-induced
flows because the membranes can then be inte-
grated transversely to the channels and not as
a distinct layer possibly hindering observations.

4 Passive concentration:

from dilute to concen-

trated solutions, and

even solids

4.1 Generalities

In section 3, we reviewed works that use os-
mosis, pervaporation, or evaporation through
fixed interfaces for microfluidic passive pump-
ing applications. As shown schematically in
Figure 24A, the drop in water potential ∆Ψ =
Ψ?−Ψext, with Ψ? being the water potential up-
stream of the interface and Ψext being the one
imposed downstream, drives a net solvent flux
J through the interface, either a membrane for
osmosis and pervaporation, or a fixed gas/liquid
interface for evaporation.

This flux transports by advection the solutes
contained in the liquid (from ions to colloidal
species) toward the interface, which, in turn,
inevitably leads to an increase in the concen-
tration of solutes in the microfluidic chip, as
long as they are nonvolatile in the case of
evaporation or fully rejected by the membrane
for osmosis and pervaporation. As mentioned
throughout section 3, the increase of the so-
lute concentration can be a detrimental issue

solvent mass transfer
solution flow

(A)

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(B)

Figure 24: Passive solute accumulation. (A)
Solvent flux J across the fixed interface driven
by a drop along the water potential profile Ψ.
The gray region corresponds to a semiperme-
able membrane in the case of osmosis and per-
vaporation or to the gas-liquid interface (in-
cluding the boundary layer in the gas phase)
in the case of evaporation. (B) Different geo-
metrical configurations for microfluidic passive
solute concentration. The light gray zones in-
dicate the solvent-permeable interface, and the
colors demonstrate the solute concentration. In
each case, the dimensions are typical of mi-
crofluidic chips: h is in the range 10–100 µm
and L ∼ 1 cm.

as it can limit the pumping efficiency: foul-
ing of the membranes71 and concentrative ECP
for forward osmosis,185,186 or even salt crystal-
lization in the case of evaporation-based mi-
cropumps.96,102 Beyond this seemingly harmful
problem, section 4 will mainly show how to ex-
ploit this same phenomenon to concentrate so-
lutes in a chip, passively and in a controllable
way, for many different applications.

The dynamics of the solute concentration in
the microfluidic chip depends on several param-
eters such as (i) the geometry of the device in-
cluding the interface, (ii) the magnitude of the
driving force ∆Ψ, and (iii) the solute transport
by diffusion and advection in the liquid phase.
As discussed in section 2.2, the driving force
depends on the physicochemical properties of
the solution: ∝ (aw − RH) for evaporation and
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pervaporation and ∝ ∆Π for osmosis. Table 1,
along with the kinetic equations derived in sec-
tion 2.2, can then be used to predict the flux
J . Because solute transport in the liquid phase
also depends on the physicochemical properties
of the solution, the dynamics of solute accu-
mulation upstream of the interface depends not
only on the process but also on the chemical
nature of the solute: from molecular species to
macromolecules and colloids.

As suggested in the previous paragraph, there
are thus multiple ways to classify works on pas-
sive solute concentration in a microfluidic chip:
according to the process (evaporation, pervapo-
ration, or osmosis), the geometry, the nature of
the solutes, or the underlying applications. In
this review, we have chosen to sort the different
research and applications according to the ge-
ometries, as shown in Figure 24B. This choice of
classification, possibly surprising at first sight,
will allow us to highlight in the following sec-
tions, the differences and similarities between
the various passive mass transport mechanisms
for each geometry, and to underline the impor-
tance played by the physicochemical nature of
the solutes on their accumulation.

This division into four different geometries
also makes it easier to relate the different works
listed below to distinct applications. In Fig-
ure 24B(i), it is, for example, a matter of the
continuous removal of solvent of a liquid phase
flowing in a microchannel,201 mainly for ap-
plications concerning the preconcentration of
analytes before detection to overcome sensitiv-
ity limits.202 In Figure 24B(ii), the focus is on
concentrating microvolumes (e.g., droplets) pri-
marily in this case for applications in the screen-
ing of phase diagrams of soft matter systems or
protein crystallization conditions. Finally, the
configurations shown in Figure 24B(iii,iv) al-
low the continuous accumulation of solutes in a
dead-end microchannel, especially for the engi-
neering of micromaterials, starting from molec-
ular or colloidal building blocks.

Finally, due to the high aspect ratios of the ge-
ometries shown in Figure 24B, with height h�
length L, 1D modeling of transport phenom-
ena is often sufficient to describe the kinetics
of solute concentration in these configurations.

The following classification into four geometri-
cal configurations, far from being exhaustive,
will therefore also allow us to establish paral-
lels between different applications in terms of
mass transport modeling.

4.2 Continuous membrane-assisted
preconcentration

We first start with the steady configuration
shown in Figure 24B(i) for a binary mixture
solvent and solute. The solvent is removed
through a fixed interface positioned tangen-
tially to the microfluidic channel, increasing the
concentration of the solution flowing under the
interface, and the solutes are assumed to be
fully rejected.

4.2.1 Evaporation

Since the early work of Timmer et al.,29 this
microfluidic configuration has been reported
several times for evaporation using membrane-
assisted solvent removal,203,204 a configuration
similar to membrane distillation205 as shown in
Figure 25A. Typically, a hydrophobic porous
membrane (with pore sizes rp in the microm-
eter range) is clamped between two aligned mi-
crofluidic channels, leading to an exchange area
' (L×w), with w being the channel width; see
Figure 25B for an example.

The membrane acts as a barrier for the liquid
phase, provided that the liquid pressure does
not exceed the capillary penetration pressure
Pc ∼ γ/rp (Pc ∼ 100 kPa for water and pore
size rp ∼ 1 µm). However, the membrane re-
mains permeable to the vapor phase, mostly by
diffusion through its pores, as shown in the inset
of Figure 25A. This microfluidic configuration
has strong analogies, in terms of both dimen-
sions and mechanisms, with gas-liquid contac-
tors that use hydrophobic porous hollow fibers;
see e.g., ref.207

In the same context, Zhang et al. developed
microfabrication protocols to directly integrate
an ultrathin silicon-rich silicon nitride layer
(SiRN) with an array of micromachined holes
as shown in Figure 25C, thus playing the role
of a model membrane with controlled pore size
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(A)

(B)

(C)

Figure 25: Continuous preconcentration based
on evaporation. (A) Analyte concentration
using microfluidic membrane-assisted evapora-
tion. (B) Chip developed by Fornells et al.
with a spiral-shaped microchannel and observa-
tion windows (top). Cross-sectional view (bot-
tom) showing the liquid flow channel (b), the
membrane (c), and the air flow channel (d).
Adapted with permission from ref.204 Copyright
2017 Elsevier. (C) Microscopic images (dark
and bright fields) of the SiRN membrane de-
veloped by Zhang et al. Reproduced with per-
mission from ref.206 Copyright 2016 John Wiley
and Sons.

and density.206 Continuous solute concentra-
tion in the configuration shown in Figure 24B(i)
also has been demonstrated without a mem-
brane but using hydrophobic micropillars in-
side a PDMS microchannel.208 The array of mi-
cropillars is able to fix a gas-liquid interface
transversely in the channel, but the relatively
large distance between the pillars (' 50 µm)
narrows the operating pressure range for its sta-
bility as compared to microporous membranes.

These microfluidic systems are particularly

relevant for preconcentrating analytes when so-
lutions are very dilute in order to meet the sen-
sitivity requirements of analytical tools. For a
well-mixed solution at the outlet and assum-
ing that the nonvolatile solutes do not adsorb
within the channel, the solution and solute mass
balances shown in Figure 26 lead to the follow-
ing concentration enhancement factor:

Cout

Cin

=
1

1−Qe/Qin

, (22)

where Qe is the overall solvent flow rate through
the interface (m3/s), Qin is the incoming flow
rate, and Cin and Cout are the incoming and out-
going solute concentrations, respectively. As-
suming for simplicity a rectangular channel of
cross section h × w and a uniform solvent flux
J (m/s) over the interface L× w, the previous
mass balance becomes:

Cout

Cin

=
1

1− (L/h)(J/Vin)
, (23)

with Vin = Qin/(hw) (m/s) being the inlet flux.
This relation highlights the relevance of the tan-
gential microfluidic configuration, L � h, to
obtain the highest enhancement factor.

Most of these works are motivated by an ef-
ficient and fast preconcentration of dilute ana-
lytes, thus obtaining the highest ratio Cout/Cin

even for a large incoming flux Vin. Evapo-
ration through the membrane therefore is of-
ten improved by heating the device and by an
active water vapor removal using either vac-
uum or a dry sweep gas in the permeate chan-
nel, with room for optimization through sim-
ulations of vapor transport,203 for instance.

Figure 26: Solute concentration assuming ho-
mogeneous concentration over the transverse
dimensions of the channel. The gray line cor-
responds to the evaporation membrane. The
other symbols are explained in the text.
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Even if not always specified in the earlier-cited
works, we estimated from the data that the wa-
ter flux J through the membrane ranges from
0.1 to 10 µm/s depending on the experimen-
tal conditions, and enhancement factors up to
Cout/Cin ' 10 often have been reported. The
evaporation driving force remains mostly un-
affected by the presence of the solutes in the
liquid phase because the solutes are very dilute
and the water chemical activity given by eq 3
is aw ' 1 − VmC ' 1. On the other hand, ad-
sorption of solutes or other impurities onto the
membrane can block its pores206 or cause wa-
ter leak by hydrophilization of the hydrophobic
membrane.

4.2.2 Pervaporation in PDMS chips

We are not aware of works that use pervapora-
tion across dense PDMS membranes to concen-
trate analytes in an aqueous solution continu-
ously flowing in a microchannel, as for the ap-
plications discussed earlier based on membrane-
assisted evaporation; see Figure 25. This is
probably due to the fact that the water fluxes
are too low, e.g., J ' 30 nm/s using the 1D
model described by eq 18 for a PDMS mem-
brane of thickness δ ' 30 µm separating pure
water and dry air at room temperature.

However, microfluidic chips using pervapo-
ration through a dense membrane also have
been reported multiple times for a closely re-
lated application, on-chip continuous removal of
volatile organic compounds from aqueous solu-
tions: acetone in ref,209 ethanol for purification
of radiopharmaceutical formulations in ref,210

and methanol for concentrating hydrogen per-
oxide solutions in refs.145,211 In these applica-
tions, pervaporation is not used to concentrate
solutes in an aqueous phase, which is an un-
usual experimental configuration for large-scale
pervaporation processes, but instead in a stan-
dard configuration involving removal of traces
of organic compounds from aqueous solutions.
Both configurations nevertheless have strong
similarities, especially regarding the description
of mass transport.

Here, PDMS is a material of choice for the
membrane because it is known for its high per-

(B)

(A)

Figure 27: Removal of organic solvents based
on pervaporation. (A) (Left) Exploded view
of the microfluidic glass device developed by
Zhang et al. integrating a PDMS membrane
for the removal of acetone from water. (Right)
2D transport showing the resistances to mass
transfer: diffusion in the liquid phase and across
the membrane. Adapted with permission from
ref.209 Copyright 2016 Elsevier. (B) General
overview, cross-sectional view, and side view
of the PDMS chip developed by Ziemecka et
al. for removing methanol by pervaporation
from hydrogen peroxide–water–methanol mix-
tures. Adapted with permission from ref.211

Copyright 2015 Royal Society of Chemistry.

meability to certain organic solvents, and Fig-
ure 27 shows some typical devices where the
membrane is either sandwiched in between two
glass microfluidic channels209 or directly built
in during the fabrication of the chip by soft
lithography.145,210,211 As earlier, a dry sweep gas
or partial vacuum on the permeate side is used
to improve the overall removal rate of the or-
ganic solvents.

The description of the separation efficiency
shares a priori strong similarities with the
membrane-assisted evaporation configurations
discussed earlier, and Zhang et al. used a 2D
model of solute transport to evaluate the dif-
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ferent resistances: solute diffusion across the
depleted boundary layer under the membrane
and solvent diffusion across the membrane.209

These works demonstrate that precise control of
the channel geometry (including the membrane
thickness) and the temperature, coupled with
the very high surface/volume ratio and control
of the flow, offers the prospect of continuous
and miniaturized pervaporation-based separa-
tion processes with high yields.

4.2.3 Forward osmosis

Finally, a few publications also report a configu-
ration similar to that described in Figure 24B(i)
in the specific case of passive solvent transport
caused by an osmotic pressure difference across
a semipermeable membrane. Specifically, Skou
et al. developed a microfluidic chip integrat-
ing a dialysis membrane (MWCO 3.5 kDa)
mechanically clamped between two microstruc-
tured PDMS layers.213 Such a chip was devel-
oped not only for buffer exchange of protein
solutions by dialysis, but also to continuously
concentrate protein solutions using forward os-
mosis and PEG solutions as osmotic agents.
Combined UV and small-angle X-ray scatter-
ing measurements at the chip outlet demon-
strated significant preconcentration of protein
samples, paving the way for the study of struc-
tural changes of biomolecules by concentration.

Jajack et al. also developed a microfluidic
chip, but it incorporated an asymmetric mem-
brane normally used for forward osmosis, cov-
ering a serpentine microfluidic channel made
by laser cutting in a double-sided tape,186 as
shown in Figure 28A. A macroscopic reser-
voir (∼ mL) of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)
placed above the membrane played the role of
the draw solution. Jajack et al. then demon-
strated continuous preconcentration of biolog-
ically relevant solutions, glucose and bovine
serum albumin, in dilute PBS flowing under the
membrane. Their study shows that membrane
fouling by biomolecules in this frontal config-
uration is minimal when the channels are in
contact with the thin active layer of the asym-
metric membrane and, thus, when the active
layer faces the feed solution. Interestingly, and

in contrast to the cases discussed earlier us-
ing evaporation and pervaporation, the increase
in concentration of the PBS solution along the
channel can lead to an equilibrium of the os-
motic pressures and, thus, to a vanishing driv-
ing force ∆Π for the solvent flux. This regime
is observed only for low input flow rates, so that
the residence time in the chip allows the equilib-
rium concentration to be reached at a given po-
sition along the channel. This picture was val-
idated using a simple transport model (assum-
ing homogeneous concentration over the chan-
nel height) and experimental measurements of
concentration factors Cout/Cin and of concen-
tration profiles at various input flow rates (us-
ing conductimetry and sodium chloride solu-
tions). This feature, specific to the osmotic
transport, opens the possibility of quantifiable
and continuous preconcentration of liquid sam-
ples, only controlled by the osmotic pressure
ratio between the reservoir and the sample in-
dependently of the input flows, at least for small
flow rates.

Jin and Verkman used a similar microflu-
idic technique, not to preconcentrate a solu-
tion, but inversely to estimate the hydraulic
permeability Lp of a monolayer of epithelial
cells subjected to an osmotic pressure differ-
ence.212 More precisely, the authors developed
a dedicated microfluidic setup, shown in Fig-
ure 28B, with a Snapwell insert (a circular plas-
tic cup with a porous filter, pore size 0.4 µm)
containing cultured cells overlying a microflu-
idic channel with a serpentine shape to max-
imize the surface/volume ratio, see the term
L/h in eq 23 (L = 10 cm and h = 20 µm
in ref212). An osmotic pressure difference (up
to ∆Π ' 10 MPa) across the epithelial mono-
layer is imposed by filling the Snapwell com-
partment with a membrane-impermeant sugar
solution (raffinose). The osmotic flow through
the cell monolayer is then revealed by the
concentration increase along the channel of a
cell-impermeant fluorescent dye flowing in the
microfluidic channel (typical input flow rates
Qin ' 0.5–10 µL/h). The measurement of
the steady concentration profile of the inert
dye makes it possible to precisely estimate the
hydraulic permeability of the epithelial mono-
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Figure 28: (A) (Top) Principle of preconcentration by forward osmosis through a semipermeable
membrane. (Bottom) Microfluidic chip integrating a nanoporous membrane superimposed on a
serpentine channel, and covered by the draw solution. Adapted from ref.186 Copyright 2019 PLoS
ONE under CC BY 4.0 license. (B) Microfluidic platform for rapid measurement of transepithe-
lial water transport. Forward osmosis through the epithelial monolayer leads to a concentration
increase of a cell-impermeant fluorescent dye flowing in the serpentine channel. (C) Corresponding
optimization using 2D modeling of solute transport along the channel. Adapted with permission
from ref.212 Copyright 2017 Royal Society of Chemistry.

layer, and transepithelial water fluxes down to
J ' 100 nm/s could be measured.

As in the case of Jajack et al., the concentra-
tion increase along the channel decreases the
osmotic driving force ∆Π, to possibly reach an
osmotic pressure equilibrium for small incoming
flow rates and, thus, uniform dye concentration
downstream. To fully validate their measure-
ments and in particular to quantify the pos-
sible build-up of concentrative CP due to the
small diffusion coefficient of the fluorescent dye,
Jin and Verkman also performed numerical sim-
ulations of the solute transport in the liquid
phase (see Figure 28C) similarly to those of
Zhang et al. but for pervaporation,209 as shown
in Figure 27A. Such configurations and models
also share strong analogies with cross-flow ul-
trafiltration,159 a pressure-driven process that
is therefore beyond the scope of this review.

4.3 Passive microfluidic concen-
tration in confined volumes

4.3.1 Generalities

We now turn to the geometrical configurations
shown in Figure 24B(ii) corresponding to mi-
crovolumes of aqueous solutions, 1 nL–10 µL,
confined in a microfluidic system; see also Fig-
ure 29.

The first configuration corresponds to a fixed
volume of solution defined by a dead-end chan-
nel, while the second corresponds to a 2D
droplet squeezed in a microfluidic chamber. In
both cases, solvent passive mass transport oc-
curs through a fixed interface positioned tan-
gentially to the liquid volume, through either
evaporation, pervaporation, or osmosis, simi-
larly to the examples discussed in the previous
section. In this specific configuration, however,
the removal of solvent from the confined volume
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continuously reduces its volume, thus increas-
ing the concentration of the solutes it contains.
Interestingly and as will be discussed later, re-
versing the imposed driving force is also pos-
sible and yields an increase of the volume and
thus dilution of the solutes.

Such experimental configurations are easily
implemented in microfluidic systems, either us-
ing membrane-assisted evaporation in devices
similar to those shown in Figure 25 or using
two-phase flow microfluidics and PDMS chips.
Because PDMS is not permeable to salts and
many macromolecules such as polymers and
biomolecules, such microfluidic configurations
in PDMS chips have proven to be particularly
relevant for screening the phase diagrams of soft
matters systems or protein crystallization con-
ditions.

(A)

(B)

Figure 29: (A) Draining of a dead-end mi-
crochannel filled with a solution by passive
transport of solvent through the interface
(gray). The colors code the continuous increase
of solutes trapped in the volume. (B) Similar
configuration but for a 2D drop squeezed in a
microfluidic chip. Arrows in both cases indi-
cate flows within the confined volume induced
by the water flux across the interface.

(A)

(B)

Figure 30: Screening of phase diagrams using
confined volumes in dead-end microchannels.
(A) Osmosis-induced concentration of an aque-
ous polymer solution in a microchannel to de-
termine its phase diagram. Adapted with per-
mission from ref.214 Copyright 2008 John Wiley
and Sons. (B) Pervaporation-induced empty-
ing of microchannels (width 50 µm) filled with
a dispersion of gold nanoparticles. Homoge-
neous colors, due to the plasmonic response of
the nanoparticles, indicate homogeneous con-
centration along the channels. In (c), colors
turn to gray because of the destabilization of
the dispersion. Adapted with permission from
ref.142 Copyright 2015 Royal Society of Chem-
istry.

4.3.2 Dead-end microchannels

Osmosis – Concerning the linear geometry
shown in Figure 29A, Zhou et al. developed a
single-layer PDMS chip with a 2 mm long dead-
end microchamber (' 40 nL) surrounded by
a microchannel (Figure 30A214). PDMS is es-
sential not only for its gas permeability to fill
the dead-end channel with an aqueous solution
but also for its hydrophobic properties to obtain
a fixed volume with partial wetting conditions
with a flowing inert oil (paraffin in this case). A
concentrated salt solution flowing in the chan-
nel surrounding this chamber induces forward
osmosis through the thin PDMS walls (δ '
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50 µm), therefore emptying the microchamber,
with the volume of water lost being replaced
by oil from a reservoir. Zhou et al. used this
setup (on a hot plate) to concentrate aqueous
solutions of poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNI-
PAM) and construct their phase diagrams, con-
centration versus temperature. Indeed, the av-
erage polymer concentration 〈C〉 is estimated
based on solute conservation within the con-
fined volume by measuring its length L(t) us-
ing:

〈C〉L(t) = C0L(t = 0) , (24)

with C0 being the initial polymer concentration.
Any event happening during the decrease of the
volume for instance the occurrence of turbidity
due to a phase transition (cloud point) can be
related to the polymer concentration simply by
the measurement of the length L(t). It is a
dynamic exploration of a phase diagram. How-
ever, and as mentioned by Zhou et al., the small
osmotic driving force imposed using a concen-
trated sodium chloride solution, and thus with
water chemical activity aw > 0.75,67 prevents
rapid exploration of phase diagrams in such
PDMS devices, with typical times on the order
of 30 h to concentrate solutes only by a fac-
tor of 3.214 This microfluidic device nonethe-
less allows phase diagrams to be determined
with a minimal amount of sample and paves
the way for exploring multiple conditions on a
single chip using appropriate designs of the mi-
crofluidic channel network.

Pervaporation – Later, Ziane et al. devel-
oped a similar PDMS chip but for confining
two identical volumes (' 20 nL) of aqueous so-
lutions in two facing dead-end microchannels
(length 1.5 cm, height h ' 30 µm) embedded
in a thin PDMS layer142 (Figure 30B). In this
case, emptying of the channels with a serpen-
tine shape occurs due to water pervaporation
in ambient air of relative humidity RH through
the PDMS layer above the channels (thickness
δ ' 30 µm) and, therefore, at a higher rate
than for the osmotic experiments discussed ear-
lier [driving force for pure water ∝ (1 − RH)].
The typical emptying time of the channel filled

with pure water can be estimated by the charac-
teristic time scale τ = (hw)/q, where q (m2/s)
is the pervaporation rate per unit length. Esti-
mates of q given by eq 17 give emptying times
on the order of 1–2 h. The volume of water lost
by pervaporation is replaced in this case by flu-
orinated oil from a reservoir connected to the
chip. Ziane et al. also recognized that solutes
concentrate homogeneously within the confined
volumes, even for centimetric L(t) and regard-
less of the nature of the solutes, from ions to
colloids.142 This feature is not related to molec-
ular diffusion along the channel because the as-
sociated time scales ∼ L2/D are too long, with
D being the diffusion coefficient of the solute.
This result is related to the homogeneous perva-
poration rate q along the channel and the rela-
tively fast concentration homogenization by dif-
fusion across the transverse dimensions, which
is translated using scaling arguments by:142

h2

Dτ
� 1 . (25)

In this regime, solute concentration is almost
homogeneous over the transverse dimensions
of the channel, and the pervaporation-induced
flow along the channel shown in Figure 29A
transports solutes and concentrates them at
each location at the same rate.142 Therefore,
eq 24 is strictly valid even with C instead of
the average concentration 〈C〉 because the con-
centration of solutes remains homogeneous dur-
ing the emptying of the channel. Beyond the
scaling arguments leading to eq 25, a more ap-
propriate description using, for example, a dis-
persion equation derived using Taylor-like ap-
proaches215 is still needed to fully and quan-
titatively evaluate the validity domain of this
regime.

This specific feature has been exploited to
establish the phase diagrams of multicompo-
nent aqueous solutions without any other mea-
surement than the length L(t) of the con-
fined volume (even for centimetric L): mea-
surements of the stability threshold of charge-
stabilized dispersions of gold nanoparticles as
shown in Figure 30B, stability of carbon nan-
otubes dispersed in water by copolymers,216
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and liquid–liquid phase separation in aqueous
salt/polymer solutions.142

Pervaporation in such devices also offers the
possibility to explore very concentrated zones
of the phase diagrams, even solids, because the
driving force for pervaporation ∝ (aw − RH)
only vanishes when the water chemical activity
aw of the solution reaches the ambient relative
humidity. Solid forms and directional solidifi-
cation of solutes inside the PDMS microfluidic
channel may happen but can induce significant
distortion of its shape.217–219 Determination of
the volume solely by measurements of its length
L(t) thus can induce misleading values for the
concentration C. We will address this question
in section 4.4 when examining the fabrication
of micromaterials by pervaporation in PDMS
chips.

Figure 31: Similar configuration as in Fig-
ure 30B but for membrane-assisted evapora-
tion in the context of point-of-care diagnostics.
Evaporation-induced emptying of the serpen-
tine channel (width 1.7 mm) concentrates flu-
orescent tracers. Concentration gradients are
evidenced at the moving meniscus. Adapted
from ref.220 Copyright 2013 MDPI under CC
BY 4.0 license.

Evaporation – Similar microfluidic setups,
shown in Figure 31, were also developed by
Zhang et al. but with membrane-assisted evap-

oration through a microporous hydrophobic
membrane instead of pervaporation or osmosis
through PDMS.220,221 The fabrication and op-
eration of such microfluidic chips are also simi-
lar to those discussed in section 4.2 for continu-
ous solute concentration, with a dry sweep gas
to enhance evaporation on the permeate side.
However, no continuous flow is imposed in this
case, and the dead-end channel simply drains
by evaporation of water through the membrane.
Such devices were specifically developed for
point-of-care diagnostics to concentrate sam-
ples containing bacteria or viruses and detect
clinically relevant pathogens. The dynamics of
concentration inside the channel a priori fol-
lows the same mechanisms as those described
by Ziane et al. for pervaporation.142 However,
because of the relatively large height of the
channel (h ' 200 µm) and the small diffusion
coefficients D for bacteria and viruses, the in-
equality eq 25 is not fully verified, and molec-
ular diffusion is not strong enough to rapidly
homogenize concentrations over the channel
transverse dimensions during the emptying of
the channel. Concentration gradients superim-
posed to the homogeneous concentration along
the volume therefore are visible at the moving
meniscus in this case, as shown in Figure 31.
Nonetheless, the portable, disposable devices
developed by Zhang et al. allow efficient con-
centration of viral samples (from ' 1 mL to
10 µL) to increase the sensitivity of point-of-
care molecular diagnostics.220 In addition, these
devices can achieve high and controlled concen-
tration levels within minutes (as long as the
length L is measured), which are major advan-
tages over conventional techniques such as ul-
tracentrifugation, particularly for point-of-care
diagnostics.

In such works, solute absorption on the hy-
drophobic membrane is a critical issue that can
prevent optimal operating conditions, and drag
forces due to the moving air/solution meniscus
play a key role. Similar microfluidic chips have
also been developed by Tseng and Van Dam
with the same operating conditions but as an al-
ternative to rotary evaporation for concentrat-
ing positron emission tomography tracers.222 In
this case, however, a preconcentration step be-
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fore emptying the channel by evaporation is
performed by connecting the channel inlet to
the solution reservoir for a given time. We will
come back to this concentration mode in detail
in section 4.4.

4.3.3 2D squeezed droplets

First demonstration – Regarding the 2D
geometry of squeezed droplets shown in Fig-
ure 29B, in 2007 Shim et al. developed a multi-
level PDMS microfluidic chip that allowed one
to explore in a controlled way the phase dia-
gram of multicomponent aqueous solutions.143

This chip allowed one to generate and store
droplets (using two-phase flow microfluidics),
in an array of wells located above a thin PDMS
membrane separating these droplets from chan-
nels in which a solution imposing a given water
chemical activity aw was flowing (Figure 32A).
The difference in chemical activity across the
membrane caused an osmotic transport of wa-
ter, resulting in shrinkage or swelling of the
drops, thus concentrating or diluting the solutes
they contained.

As for the linear geometry discussed earlier
(see eq 24), measurements of the drop area A(t)
yield estimates of the concentration of any so-
lutes inside the drop, assuming that the latter
do not permeate PDMS. As suggested by Ziane
et al.,142 the same mechanisms of homogeneous
concentration should also occur a priori for the
2D geometry regarless of the diffusion coeffi-
cients of the solutes, provided that the water
flux on the drop surface is homogeneous and
that inequality eq 25 is verified. Assuming 1D
mass transfer across the PDMS membrane us-
ing the solution-diffusion model (see eq 8, also
including water leak through the whole PDMS
chip), Shim et al. provided quantitative mod-
eling of the shrinkage/swelling dynamics of the
stored drops. Shim et al. then used this chip to
quantitatively determine the phase diagram of
a polymer/salt mixture showing a liquid-liquid
phase separation, as shown in Figure 32B.143

Protein crystallization – Since this pio-
neering work,143 many microfluidic chips ex-
ploiting osmosis (or pervaporation) through a

(A)

(B)

(C)

Figure 32: Screening of phase diagrams using
2D droplets and osmosis. (A) Cross-sectional
view of the PDMS chip developed by Shim et
al. A solution imposing a fixed water activity
is flowing in channels (orange cross sections).
(B) Top views of a drop of an aqueous mix-
ture evidencing a liquid-liquid phase separation.
Adapted with permission from ref.143 Copyright
2007 American Chemical Society. Solute con-
centrations are determined by measurements of
the drop area A(t). Drops are stored in rect-
angular chambers, and the PDMS membrane
is supported by 30 µm square posts. (C) Same
device illustrating how dynamic osmotic control
of the drop volume can be exploited to decou-
ple nucleation and growth of protein crystals.
Adapted with permission from ref.223 Copyright
2007 American Chemical Society.

thin PDMS membrane have been developed
for studying protein crystallization in nanoliter
droplets. For instance, the possibility of de-
coupling the nucleation and growth stages of
protein crystals was first illustrated by Shim et
al.223 using the dynamical control of the droplet
volume offered by osmosis, as shown in Fig-
ure 32C. Using a similar microfluidic chip but
also integrating capillary valves to store the
droplets224 and cross gradients of temperature
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and imposed osmotic driving force, Selimović
et al. demonstrated fine screening of phase
diagrams of aqueous solutions of proteins in
the composition versus temperature plane with
minute amounts of solutions, ' 1000 different
conditions using only' 2 µL of sample.225 Like-
wise, Lau et al. developed a platform combin-
ing large-scale integration of microvalves, two-
phase flow microfluidics, and osmosis through
a thin PDMS membrane for high-throughput
screening of crystallization conditions, up to
1000 assays/cm2 in stored drops of a few nano-
liters226 (Figure 33A).

Devices similarly exploiting osmosis through
a thin PDMS membrane but working without
microvalves and pumps have been also devel-
oped by Luo et al.227 and by Morais et al. to ex-
plore the phase diagram of a full-length mono-
clonal antibody with its crystallizing agents.228

Hansen et al. also developed a microfluidic de-
vice integrating both micromechanical valves
and a thin PDMS membrane to add kinetic
control by osmosis (or pervaporation) on the
diffusive mixing of proteins and precipitants in
microvolumes, the so-called free-interface diffu-
sion229 shown in Figure 33B. In this chip, water
mass transport across a thin PDMS membrane
from/to an open osmotic bath can be used to
kinetically optimize protein crystallization.

In the context of protein crystallization using
PDMS chips, but without a membrane for os-
motic control as earlier, water loss by pervapo-
ration through the PDMS matrix has been rec-
ognized as a critical issue for long-term incuba-
tion of aqueous solutions in microcompartments
or droplets. Mitigation of dehydration has been
demonstrated by placing the whole microdevice
into a chamber with controlled humidity,230,231

by integrating a large reservoir in the chip for
osmotic control using aqueous solutions,232,233

or even by using freezing234 or coatings to sup-
press pervaporation.235 Shim et al. also showed
that the content of the stored volumes can even
be changed by exploiting the permeability of
PDMS to small molecules, as demonstrated for
ethanol and quorum sensing molecules in ref.236

We will not present similar works hereafter, be-
cause the considered process, which is close to
dialysis, does not fit in the framework of this

review.

Phase diagram screening without mem-
branes – Since the pioneering works of Shim
et al.143 shown in Figure 32, different groups
have also developed similar microfluidic tools
to probe phase changes: liquid-liquid phase
separation (LLPS) and crystallization in aque-
ous two-phase systems (ATPS),237,238 possibly
in the context of atmospheric and sea spray
aerosols.239–241 Importantly, these works show
that the incorporation of a thin membrane is
not necessary, as water pervaporation through
the entire PDMS matrix of the chip combined
with the possible dissolution of water in the oil
phase also allows for the slow shrinkage of the
stored droplets. Such devices, however, do not
allow dynamic control of the droplet shrinkage
dynamics and do not allow one to reinflate the
droplets, unless the whole chip is placed in a wa-
ter bath.237 In this sense, such devices are sim-
ilar to other work based on two-phase flow mi-
crofluidics and exploiting the solubility of water
in the continuous oil phase242,243 (or even evap-
oration in an air stream244) to concentrate by
shrinkage the content of stored drops, especially
for the preconcentration of analytes. These pro-
cesses do not match the scope of this review and
we will not go further into their details.

Beyond osmosis/pervaporation through
dense membranes? – To conclude this
section, we are not aware of any microflu-
idic experimental work that uses membrane-
assisted evaporation to shrink/swell confined
2D droplets in the configuration shown in Fig-
ure 29B. Many other works, however, exploited
microfluidics to control the rate of water evap-
oration from drops confined in a chip open to
the ambient air, again in the context of crystal-
lization of proteins245,246 and of pharmaceutical
compounds in organic solvents.247 Again, these
configurations are slightly outside the scope of
this review, so we will not provide an exhaustive
list of these works; we refer the reader to the re-
view in ref117 on crystallization in confinement,
including the case of droplets.

Similarly, we are not aware of any work that
uses osmosis through nanoporous membranes
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Figure 33: Microfluidic platforms for screening
protein crystallization conditions and kinetic
optimization of protein crystallization. (A) Ar-
rays of nanoliter droplets stored and solute con-
centrations in the droplets (as well as their
dehydration) controlled by osmosis through a
PDMS membrane. Adapted with permission
from ref.226 Copyright 2007 American Chemi-
cal Society. (B) Top and cross-sectional views
of microfluidic free-interface diffusion coupled
with osmosis (or pervaporation) through a thin
PDMS membrane. Adapted with permission
from ref.229 Copyright 2006 American Chemi-
cal Society.

in the configurations shown in Figure 29, in-
cluding both 2D droplets and the emptying of
dead-end channels. However, such experiments
would allow completely new studies, in partic-
ular concerning protein solutions or more gen-
erally colloidal systems. Indeed, it would be
possible to concentrate a protein solution (or
a colloidal dispersion) while fixing the chemi-
cal potential of molecular species (in particu-
lar ionic species) that can cross the membrane.
It would then be possible to study the stabil-
ity of a dispersion at a fixed chemical poten-
tial of salts while not also concentrating salts as
in Figure 30B or to concentrate proteins while
controlling the buffer and salinity.

4.4 Continuous tangential con-
centration in dead-end ge-
ometries

4.4.1 Generalities

We now turn to the geometrical configuration
shown in Figure 24B(iii) (see also Figure 34A)
corresponding to a dead-end microfluidic geom-
etry supplied by an aqueous solution reservoir.
Water transport occurs tangentially along the
channel through a fixed interface either by for-
ward osmosis, evaporation, or pervaporation.
This net mass transport therefore pumps out
the solution from the reservoir and continu-
ously accumulates solutes at the tip of the mi-
crofluidic geometry when they are rejected by
the interface. Such a configuration is easily
achievable for pervaporation in PDMS chips be-
cause its gas permeability allows easy filling of
dead-end microchannels. As will be discussed
later, this configuration also occurs for evapo-
ration in the case of paper-based microfluidic
devices connected to a liquid reservoir, and it
also resembles pressure-driven ultrafiltration in
a dead-end hollow fiber.159

4.4.2 Solute accumulation in PDMS
dead-end channels

The case of a single dead-end linear channel
filled with an aqueous solution is frequently
encountered in many microfluidic applications
using PDMS soft lithography. As explained
in section 3.2.2, water pervaporation along the
channel drives a flow from the reservoir with
flow rates Q ' L0q ' 0.2–0.7 nL/min for length
L0 ' 1 cm. The pervaporation rate per unit
length, q (m2/s), is almost independent of the
transverse dimensions of the channel, h × w,
as soon as the latter are smaller than the chip
thickness; see the 2D picture described by eq 16.
To increase the magnitude of these flows, Leng
et al. used multilayer soft lithography to inte-
grate a thin PDMS membrane (δ ' 10–30 µm)
and a channel overlapping the fluid channel
with a dry sweep gas as shown in Figure 34B.135

For such chips, the thin membrane increased
the pervaporation flux, and flow rates Q up to
a few nL/min were reported for L0 ' 1 cm,
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

δ

Figure 34: (A) Solute concentration in a dead-end microfluidic geometry. Tangential water trans-
port through the interface (gray) drives a flow within the microfluidic chip, which thus accumulates
solutes at the tip (color gradient). (B) Top and side views of a dead-end PDMS chip exploiting
pervaporation to concentrate solutes. Typical dimensions: δ = 20 µm, h = 20 µm, w = 100 µm,
and L0 = 1 cm. (C) Fluorescence images showing the solute accumulation zone p at the end of the
channel, and highlighting the role of the solute diffusion coefficient D. Adapted with permission
from ref.135 Copyright 2006 American Physical Society. (D) Pervaporation from a long microchan-
nel for high concentration rates (length L0 up to 2 m in the coil). After sufficient accumulation, the
solutes are transferred by diffusion into the circular detection chamber by opening the accumulation
valve. Adapted with permission from ref.248 Copyright 2009 Royal Society of Chemistry.

in agreement with the 1D regime described by
eq 18.135

As recognized by Verneuil et al.131 and Ran-
dall and Doyle,132 the pervaporation-induced
flow continuously transports any solutes con-
tained in the reservoir up to the tip of the chan-
nel where they accumulate. Leng et al. then
provided a comprehensive theoretical descrip-
tion of the dynamics of solute concentration in-
duced by pervaporation under dilute solution
conditions.135,249 To summarize, solutes accu-
mulate at the end of the channel in a bound-
ary layer whose extent p depends on the bal-
ance between pervaporation-induced advection
and molecular diffusion. The size of this accu-
mulation zone scales as p ∝

√
Dhw/q where

D is the solute diffusion coefficient and p typi-
cally ranges from a few tens of microns for large
colloidal particles (D ' 10−13 m2/s) to a few
mm for molecular species (D ' 10−9 m2/s), as
shown in Figure 34C. After a transient, the so-
lute concentration rate at the tip of the channel

is finally given by the solute mass balance:

phw
∆C

∆t
' C0L0q , (26)

with C0 being the solute concentration in the
reservoir,135 and ∆C being the increase in so-
lute concentration during the time interval ∆t.
Such a description was confirmed by measure-
ments of concentration profiles in microfluidic
pervaporation experiments and validated by
comparison with numerical resolution of trans-
port equations.135,249 Equation 26 shows that
the concentration rate can be modulated by the
geometrical dimensions of the channel (h×w×
L0), also playing a role on p and q; see eq 17 for
a single linear channel.

To obtain high concentration rates ∆C/∆t,
Puelo and Wang used multilayer soft lithog-
raphy to make a PDMS microchannel closed
at one end by a pneumatically-actuated valve,
with a length of up to L0 = 2 m by wind-
ing the latter in a loop shape,248 as shown in
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Figure 34D. This channel was also overlapped
by a channel with a dry sweep gas to maxi-
mize the water transport through the PDMS
membrane, and Puelo and Wang demonstrated
pervaporation-induced flow rates up to Q '
40 nL/min at room temperature conditions. As
discussed in section 3.2.2, it is likely that per-
vaporation is influenced by channel density due
to the large number of turns in the loop shown
in Figure 34D. Geometric optimization of the
distance between neighboring channels, much
larger than the thickness of the PDMS layer
following the design rules dictated by Noblin
et al.134 and shown in Figure 14, would likely
lead to higher pervaporation rates. These high
flow rates Q nevertheless lead to an accumula-
tion of solutes at the tip of the channel at high
concentration rates (see eq 26). After sufficient
time, the accumulated solutes are then trans-
ported by diffusion into a circular nanoliter de-
tection chamber located downstream of the mi-
crovalve once it is opened, Figure 34D. An in-
crease in concentration up to 5000 times has
been demonstrated using DNA targets, paving
the way for detecting rare target biomolecules
in the attomolar concentration range.248

4.4.3 Screening of phase diagrams

Binary mixtures – The driving force for
pervaporation [∝ (aw − RH)] vanishes when the
water chemical activity aw of the concentrated
solution exactly balances the imposed relative
humidity (RH ' 0 for a dry sweep gas). Mi-
crofluidic pervaporation thus allows one to con-
centrate solutes to dense or even dry states. As
shown in Figure 35A, Leng et al. demonstrated
nucleation and growth of crystals in dead-end
channels connected to a reservoir of a dilute
aqueous potassium chloride solution. Later,
similar microfluidic experiments were also per-
formed to explore the phase diagram of sur-
factant mixtures, from dilute to concentrated
self-assembled phases250,251 as shown in Fig-
ure 35B. Combined measurements using bire-
fringence microscopy and in situ small-angle
X-ray scattering251 make it possible to probe
the succession of self-assembled phases along
the surfactant concentration gradient at the

(A)

(B)

Figure 35: Screening of phase diagrams by per-
vaporation in PDMS dead-end channels. (A)
Crystal growth in channels of different lengths
L0 connected to a reservoir containing a potas-
sium chloride solution. Pervaporation occurs
through a thin PDMS membrane above the
channels. At this stage, crystals have not yet
nucleated in the small channels. Adapted with
permission from ref.135 Copyright 2006 Ameri-
can Physical Society. (B) Forty-eight dead-end
channels of different lengths all connected to a
reservoir containing a dilute surfactant in wa-
ter (AOT). Zoomed-in view of the tip of a single
channel with bright-field and birefringence mi-
croscopy showing a sequence of self-assembled
phases. Adapted with permission from ref.250

Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.

channel tip. The possibility of making differ-
ent channel geometries on the same chip, all
connected the same reservoir, as in Figure 35,
allows for a screening on the observed phase
changes with the solute concentration rate (see
eq 26).

Schindler and Ajdari provided a compre-
hensive model based on nonequilibrium ther-
modynamics to describe the dynamics of the
concentration process of a binary mixture
(solute+solvent) in such experiments.252 This
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model included the dependence of both the wa-
ter chemical activity aw and the mutual diffu-
sion coefficient D on the solute concentration
C (i.e., the coefficient entering into Fick’s law
for a binary mixture, also called interdiffusion
or collective diffusion coefficient19,20) as well as
any possible phase transition. This model was
used to estimate the mutual diffusion coeffi-
cient D (even in concentrated regimes) of aque-
ous binary solutions251,253 and colloidal disper-
sions,254 from measurements of the solute con-
centration profiles in microfluidic pervaporation
experiments.

Multicomponent mixtures – The theoret-
ical description of the concentration dynam-
ics of multicomponent mixtures is a priori a
more complex task, preventing the quantita-
tive screening of their phase diagrams using mi-
crofluidic pervaporation. This is partly because
the size of the accumulation zone p ∝

√
Dhw/q

depends on the nature of the solute through D,
as shown in Figure 34C. Moreau et al. demon-
strated that it is possible to overcome this prob-
lem by connecting the end of the pervapora-
tion channel to a nanoliter-sized storage pool
of volume Vp, as shown in Figure 36A, and
obtain homogeneous concentration rates inside
the pool, regardless of the nature of the solutes.
This regime occured when diffusion in the pool
was fast enough to homogenize the concentra-
tion of the solutes and for pwh � Vp to ne-
glect the solute-dependent volume of the accu-
mulation zone upstream of the pool. Such de-
vices were used to quantitatively estimate LLPS
in an aqueous polymer/salt solution, starting
from dilute homogeneous conditions, as shown
in Figure 36B.255

4.4.4 Fabrication of micromaterials

As explained in section 2.2, pervaporation along
the channel continuously concentrates solutes
at its end, up to possibly dry states, because its
driving force [∝ (aw − RH)] only vanishes when
the water chemical activity reaches values close
to the ambient relative humidity. As recognized
by Verneuil et al.131 and Randall and Dolyle,132

microfluidic pervaporation therefore can be ex-

(A)

(B)

Figure 36: Microfluidic pervaporation to ex-
plore multicomponent phase diagrams. (A)
Pervaporation of water transports solutes by
advection to the pool at the channel end; (in-
set) SU-8 mold for PDMS casting. (B) Time se-
ries of images showing various transitions in an
aqueous polymer/salt solution. Adapted with
permission from ref.255 Copyright 2009 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.

ploited to shape micromaterials in microfluidic
channels from dilute solutions.

Dispersions of hard nanoparticles – As
shown in Figure 37, this idea has been used
repeatedly with dispersions of hard colloidal
particles (radii ' 10-500 nm) to form dense,
three-dimensional colloidal arrays.256 The
pervaporation-driven flow transports the col-
loids from the reservoir to the channel tip where
they accumulate. The water chemical activity
of a dispersion is hardly affected by the presence
of the colloids even in concentrated regimes due
to the high value of the colloid/water volume
ratio. For a dilute dispersion, for example,
aw ' 1 − VmC = 1 − (Vm/Vc)ϕ ' 1, where
Vc � Vm is the molar volume of the colloids
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and ϕ is the volume fraction of the disper-
sion. This remains true for concentrated and
interacting colloids,72 and the pervaporation-
driven flow concentrates the colloids to form a
dense and porous colloidal array through which
water can still flow. The growth of the col-
loidal material therefore does not affect water
pervaporation downstream, and the incoming
colloid flux remains constant and is given by
C0Q = C0L0q for a linear channel of length L0,
with C0 being the colloid concentration in the
reservoir. In this regime, Merlin et al. demon-
strated that the growth rate ẋd (m/s) of the
colloidal material is thus given by:

hwCdẋd ' C0L0q , (27)

with Cd being its concentration257 (see Fig-
ure 37A and B). Again, the geometrical control
of the chip allows one to not only quantitatively
predict the growth rate ẋd of the colloidal mate-
rial but also adjust it in order to obtain micro-
materials in a reasonable time, even from very
dilute dispersions (C0 � Cd).

256

Depending on the nature of the colloidal
building blocks, in particular their plasmonic
properties, such colloidal micromaterials found
applications ranging from uniform surface-
enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS)-active
supercrystals,258–260 microscale electrodes,261

to metamaterials working in the optical visi-
ble range,262–264 as shown in Figure 37C and
D. Similarly, microfluidic pervaporation has
also been used to study the hierarchical self-
organization of actin in networks of bundles
confined in dead-end PDMS microchambers,265

and to investigate the role of long-range elec-
trostatic repulsions on the solidification and
consolidation of charge-stabilized dispersions
in a microchannel.217,254

Molecular mixtures – For molecular mix-
tures such as polymer solutions, the water
chemical activity aw can decrease down to 0
with the increase of solute concentration, but
microfluidic pervaporation still allows for the
fabrication of dense and dry micromaterials
with a shape defined by the geometry of the
channels. Indeed, solutes are accumulated at

the end of the channel by the pervaporation-
induced flow, up to forming a dry state (using
a dry sweep gas, RH= 0), that locally stops the
pervaporation flux across PDMS (aw ' RH).
This dry material, however, still invades the
channel because it is continuously fed by the
incoming solute flux. In this regime, the solute
flux is decreased as pervaporation now occurs
only on a length ' (L0 − xd) upstream of the
dry material (Figure 37A). In this regime, the
solute mass balance gives:

hwϕdẋd ' ϕ0(L0 − xd)q , (28)

with ϕ0 being the solute volume fraction in the
reservoir and ϕd being the solute volume frac-
tion in the dense material given by the bal-
ance aw(ϕd) ' RH (ϕd ' 1 for RH = 0).256

This exponentially slowed growth, shown in
Figure 37B, has been reported multiple times
for polymer and surfactant solutions218,250 as
well as for dispersions of small nanoparticles
stabilized by a polymer brush.256,261

Composite materials with a shape defined
by the microfluidic geometry as shown in Fig-
ure 38A were fabricated using this technique
starting from dilute polymer aqueous solu-
tions218,266 with applications as polymer mi-
croelectromechanical systems.267 However, the
solidification of the solution inside the chan-
nel often generates mechanical stresses capa-
ble of significantly deforming the microchan-
nel, thus impacting the final shape of the ma-
terial,217–219 and limiting the resolution of this
technique to approximately 10 µm.266 To solve
this issue, Demko et al. developed a rigid, opti-
cally transparent, and solvent-permeable tem-
plate prepared by solvent casting.219 With such
templates, shown in Figure 38B, pervaporation-
induced patterning of polymers and nanoparti-
cles, starting from solutions in organic solvents,
has been reported with high spatial resolution
(< 1 µm) and high fidelity.

Toward gradient materials – For both col-
loidal dispersions and polymer solutions, so-
lute mass balances, eqs 27 and 28, allow for
quantitatively predicting the growth rate of
micromaterials in a given microfluidic perva-
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Figure 37: Fabrication of micromaterials by pervaporation. (A) Growth of a dense array of core-
shell nanoparticles (silver-silica) by pervaporation in a dead-end PDMS channel. (B) Two growth
regimes: (i) exponential slowdown due to the decrease of the pervaporation-driving force and (ii)
linear growth when solvent can still flow through the micromaterial. (C) Bright-field (a) and SEM
(b-d) images of micromaterials made of gold nanoparticles and obtained by microfluidic pervapo-
ration. In (a) the smallest width of the channels is 20 µm, scale bars of SEM images: 50 (b), 5 (c),
and 0.15 µm. Adapted with permission from ref.256 Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.
(D) SEM image of a SERS-active supercrystal made by gold octahedra. Adapted with permission
from ref.258 Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.

poration experiment. Laval et al. exploited
this control to make microscale materials with
programmed composition gradients by com-
bining pneumatically-actuated microvalves and
microfluidic pervaporation.268 As shown in Fig-
ure 39A, upstream valves are used to select
which solute reservoir is connected to the per-
vaporation channel and thus which solute en-
riches the material during its growth. The con-
trolled growth of the material, imparted by the
microfluidic pervaporation process, enables one
to program spatial composition gradients using
appropriate valve actuations; see Figure 39B for
an example. For colloidal dispersions, Laval et
al. showed programmed composition gradients
with spatial modulations down to 50 µm, open-
ing the way for the fabrication of microscale
materials with unique properties.

4.4.5 Solute concentration in paper-
based microfluidic chips

Beyond pervaporation in dead-end channels,
the configuration shown in Figure 34A is also
observed in paper-based microfluidic devices
but for evaporation. As mentioned in sec-
tion 3.1, solvent evaporation from paper-based
chips cannot be ignored in ambient air, in par-
ticular due to the large surface/volume ratio.
On the other hand, such devices allow one to
easily make passive microfluidic pumps, espe-
cially for diagnostic and monitoring applica-
tions. As in the pervaporation examples men-
tioned earlier, paper-based microfluidics should
also be able to passively concentrate solutes
when connected to a solute reservoir, in a con-
figuration similar to that shown in Figure 34A.
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Figure 38: (A) SEM pictures of composite
polymer micromaterials made using microflu-
idic pervaporation. The knot is manually
laced from a planar beam (thickness×width
= 25×150 µm2). Reproduced with permis-
sion from ref.218 Copyright 2016 The Royal So-
ciety of Chemistry. (B) Highly rigid, chemi-
cally robust, optically transparent and vapor-
permeable template for pervaporation-induced
patterning of polymers and nanoparticles at
high resolution, as well as SEM images. Repro-
duced with permission from ref.219 Copyright
2012 American Chemical Society.

Basic mechanisms – Syms studied this
case in detail,100 and more precisely the config-
uration shown in Figure 40A of a linear and hor-
izontal paper strip with thickness d connected
to an aqueous solution. The paper strip fills
with the aqueous solution under the action of
capillary forces, and solvent evaporation along
the wetted region leads to a flow that is su-
perimposed on the imbibition dynamics. This
evaporation-driven flow possibly stops the liq-
uid front at a fixed position He smaller than the
length of the paper strip. This steady regime
occurs when the capillary driving force (cap-
illary pressure Pc) is exactly balanced by the
evaporation-induced viscous dissipation in the
porous matrix.100,114,115 The length He of the
wetted surface in this steady regime is given

(A)

(B)

Figure 39: Programmed composition gradients.
(A) Schematic top view of pervaporation in a
dead-end microchannel fed by two inlets (A and
B) addressable by pneumatic microvalves. (B)
Snapshots evidencing the growth of a densely-
packed bed of colloids from dilute dispersions of
fluorescent and nonfluorescent colloids. Tem-
poral modulations of valve actuation (black
line) result in controlled spatial modulations of
fluorescence along the colloidal micromaterial
(green dots). Reproduced with permission from
ref.268 Copyright 2016 Royal Society of Chem-
istry.

by:

He =

√
2dPcκ

ηue
, (29)

where κ is the permeability (m2) of the porous
layer, η is the viscosity of the liquid, and ue is
the solvent volumetric rate of evaporation per
unit area (m/s).100

In this regime, evaporation-driven flow along
the wetted region continuously pumps the solu-
tion in the reservoir, and transports the solutes
to the stagnation point. Syms showed, using a
1D model based on mass transport for dilute so-
lutions including solute adsorption on the solid
phase,100 that the dynamics of the solute con-
centration in the paper strip is exactly the same
as that in a PDMS dead-end channel with per-
vaporation.135,249 However, a notable difference
is that the length He of the evaporative pump
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Figure 40: Solute concentration in paper-based
microfluidics. (A) Schematic mechanisms for a
linear paper strip filled with water on a length
He and connected to a solute reservoir. Wa-
ter evaporation from the porous matrix trans-
ports the solutes to the stagnation point where
they accumulate. (B) Evaporation-driven accu-
mulation of a blue dye at the stagnation point
in the paper strip (absolute times in minutes
under the snapshots). After 12 min, evapora-
tion is minimized by turning off an air fan that
was forcing it before, and the solutes are trans-
ported to the end of the strip. Adapted with
permission from ref.100 Copyright 2017 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.

is related to the evaporation flux ue through
eq 29, unlike in the case of pervaporation for
which the length L0 of the channel is fixed.

Interestingly, modulations of the evaporation
conditions, thus impacting the evaporation rate
ue in eq 29, can be used to modulate the length
He of the wetted region, and thus displace the
stagnation point. For example, Figure 40B
shows the accumulation of solutes at a stag-
nation point in a paper strip for a given time,
and then their transport to the end of the strip,
when evaporation is minimized. With such
paper-based microfluidic devices, Syms showed
concentration factors up to ' 100 in 10 min for

molecular dyes, and also demonstrated the pos-
sibility to separate solutes as in gel chromatog-
raphy (in addition to their preconcentration)
due to absorption differences on the porous ma-
trix.100

Applications – Beyond this detailed de-
scription of the dynamics of concentration, Ab-
bas et al.269 and Yu and White270 used evapo-
ration in paper-based analytical chips for trace
chemical detection. In the example shown in
Figure 41, a paper-based chip with a starlike
shape was developed as a microfluidic analytical
platform for separation, preconcentration, and
detection in the subattomolar range.269 More
precisely, the tips of the star allow not only a
local increase of the evaporation flux but also a
local concentration by evaporation of any solute
placed in the liquid phase in the center of the
star. As shown in Figure 41, evaporation is even
capable of concentrating gold nanorods within
the porous paper matrix to the tips. These plas-
monic nanostructures are then used as SERS
substrates to detect traces of chemicals precon-
centrated by the same process at the ends of the
star. By pre-exposing the star tips to different

Figure 41: (A) TEM image of the gold nanorods
that serve as SERS substrates. (B) Picture of
the starlike paper chip evidencing the accumu-
lation of the nanorods at the tips (dark edges).
Adapted with permission from ref.269 Copyright
2013 American Chemical Society.

polyelectrolytes, Abbas et al. also demonstrated
not only evaporation-induced preconcentration
of solutes but also separation of complex sam-
ples in the different polyelectrolyte-coated fin-
gers.269

More recently, Shay et al. developed wearable
paper-based microfluidic devices in the context
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of continuous sweat analysis.102 Their device is
capable of continuously wicking sweatlike flu-
ids over several days thanks to a large custom-
designed evaporation zone, as shown in Fig-
ure 42A. When analyzing sweat over long pe-

(A)

(B)

Figure 42: (A) Images of the evaporative pad
at the end of the paper-based microfluidic chip
connected to a reservoir of deionized water (left)
or PBS (right). In the latter case, the contin-
uous accumulation of salt leads to a solid de-
posit that continuously invades the pad from
its edge, following the mechanism schematized
in (B). Adapted with permission from ref.102

Copyright 2020 American Institute of Physics.

riods of time, dissolved salts continuously accu-
mulate at the end of the pad and inevitably pre-
cipitate, thus reducing the evaporation surface
and the suction pump, as shown in Figure 42B.
Shay et al. showed then that both the salt-
free evaporative surface and the evaporation-
induced flow rate decay exponentially, following

similar mechanisms mentioned earlier for perva-
poration in dead-end PDMS microfluidic chan-
nels; see in particular Figure 35A, Figure 37B,
and eq 28. Shay et al. also showed, by con-
necting the paper device to solutions contain-
ing dyes at different concentrations, that the
salt deposit retains a quantitative trace of these
dyes, paving the way to time-stamped recording
of analytes in sweat.102

4.4.6 Toward continuous solute accu-
mulation with nanoporous mem-
branes

To conclude this section on the configuration
shown in Figure 34A, we are not aware of any
experiment exploiting such a geometry based
on osmosis through nanoporous membranes.
Again, we believe it stems from the technical
difficulty of inserting nanofiltration or dialysis
membranes into microfluidic devices. Such ex-
periments would, however, open many opportu-
nities, in particular the preconcentration of an-
alytes while adding specificity. As mentioned
by Puleo and Wang, pervaporation through
PDMS (and this remains true for evapora-
tion in paper-based chips) allows one to effi-
ciently preconcentrate the desired analyte but
inevitably concentrates any other species also
present in solution.248 The use of nanoporous
membranes (especially for ionic species) would
allow one to selectively concentrate the targeted
macromolecules (e.g., proteins) while maintain-
ing control of the ionic strength and buffer.

The same experiments for the screening of
phase diagrams and the fabrication of micro-
materials would also allow the concentration
of colloidal species and macromolecules while
keeping fixed the chemical potential of any
other molecular species. It would open the way
to the engineering of colloidal micromaterials
while controlling stability issues or to innova-
tive studies particularly for soft matter systems,
as previously shown in custom-made microflu-
idic chips without osmosis-induced concentra-
tion but with control over the molecular species
using dialysis though integrated nanoporous
membranes.271–273
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4.5 Continuous frontal concen-
tration in dead-end geome-
tries

We conclude our panorama of passive microflu-
idic concentration with the frontal geometry
shown in Figure 24B(iv). In this case, pas-
sive solvent mass transfer occurs at the tip of
a microfluidic channel, and solutes are retained
upstream. We are not aware of such a config-
uration for osmosis or pervaporation, probably
because of the technical difficulty of inserting
a membrane transversely into the channel to
close it, and at any location to facilitate local
observations. On the other hand, this config-
uration is often observed for evaporation from
open microchannels, as shown in Figure 43A.
This geometrical configuration is the basis for
the operation of the micropumps presented in
section 3.1.

(A)

(B)
toward
concentrated
regimes

Figure 43: Frontal concentration by evapora-
tion. (A) Evaporation at a rate J from an open
microfluidic channel connected to a reservoir of
solutes at concentration C0. Nonvolatile solutes
continuously accumulate upstream of the inter-
face in a boundary layer ξe. (B) Temporal in-
crease in solute concentration at the channel
end from the mass balance eq 31, which is valid
for a dilute binary solution.

4.5.1 Basic mechanisms

Water evaporation from the pinned gas/liquid
interface continuously pumps the solution
within the microchannel, and nonvolatile so-
lutes accumulate upstream of the interface pos-
sibly decreasing the water chemical activity
at the interface a?w and, thus, the evaporation
driving force ∝ (a?w − RH). As mentioned in
section 3.1, this effect strongly limits the range
of use of evaporation-induced micropumps, be-
cause many fluids, especially biological ones,
contain ionic species in solution that are sus-
ceptible to precipitation, blocking evaporation.
In contrast, Walker and Beebe suggested early
on that these evaporation-induced flows can be
advantageously used for sample preconcentra-
tion in microfluidic capillary pumps.88

To illustrate numerically the relevance of this
effect, let us consider the situation shown in
Figure 43A for evaporation from a meniscus
flush just at the outlet of a cylindrical channel of
radius h filled and connected to a dilute aqueous
solution for which aw ' 1. For diffusion-limited
transport in the ambient air of relative humid-
ity RH, the mass transfer coefficient in eq 13 for
estimating the magnitude of the evaporation-
driven flow rate is k = 4Dair

w /(πh) for a flat
meniscus.78 The mean evaporation-induced ve-
locity J (m/s) in the cylindrical channel is thus
as follows:

J =
4Dair

w csat
πρwh

(1− RH) , (30)

with J ' 20 µm/s for h = 15 µm and RH =
0.5 at T = 22◦C. Solutes in the channel are
transported by this flow, and accumulate up-
stream of the interface in a boundary layer
whose extent ξe is given by the balance between
evaporation-induced advection and molecular
diffusion. For a dilute solution at concentration
C0, the extent of the boundary layer initially
follows ξe ∝ (Dt)1/2 and reaches after a tran-
sient ∝ D/J2 a fixed size given by ξe ∝ D/J
where D is the solute diffusion coefficient.73,74

With the estimated evaporation-induced flux
J ' 20 µm/s, ξe ∝ D/J ' 50 µm for molecular
species (D ' 10−9 m2/s), and decreases down
to 1 µm for macromolecules (D ≤ 10−11 m2/s).
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At long time scales, the solute mass balance
makes it possible to estimate the concentration
rate at the tip of the channel driven by evapo-
ration:

ξe
∆C

∆t
' C0J , (31)

see also ref73,74 for more details including ex-
act formulas. When the density of the solu-
tion evolves with C (buoyant solutes), the con-
centration gradient generates free convection
(when it is perpendicular to gravity), possibly
impacting the mass transport, and eq 31 is then
no longer valid.74 When solutal free convection
can be neglected (see ref74 for the range of valid-
ity of this regime), eq 31 shows that the typical
time scale of the dynamics of solute accumu-
lation is τ = D/J2, and solute concentration
at the channel tip increases at long time scales
as C ∝ C0 t/τ as shown in Figure 43B. For an
aqueous sodium chloride solution, the salt dif-
fusion coefficient is D ' 1.5 × 10−9 m2/s, and
thus τ ' 4 s with the earlier numerical estimate
for J . The solute mass balance given by eq 31
shows that the limit of solubility is reached in
only a few hours for C0 = 5 mM. For solutions
of macromolecules (D ≤ 10−11 m2/s), the time
scale τ of the concentration process is much
smaller, and the accumulation rate at the in-
terface is extremely rapid except for very dilute
solutions.

This simplified picture is no longer valid in
concentrated regimes, and two limiting cases
must be discussed as for microfluidic pervapo-
ration in dead-end channels (section 4.4, Fig-
ure 37B): the case of molecular mixtures and
that of the dispersion of hard colloidal parti-
cles.

4.5.2 Molecular solutions

Phase transition upon accumulation –
For molecular mixtures such as solutions

of salts, polymers or surfactants, the chemi-
cal activity aw decreases with the solute con-
centration, and the accumulation of solutes
at the interface at concentration C? continu-
ously decreases the evaporation driving force
∝ (aw(C?)− RH), see eq 7 in section 2.2.2. As

mentioned earlier, the evaporation-induced so-
lute accumulation can eventually lead to their
crystallization or even to the solidification of
the solution. In the context of evaporation in
porous media, this leads to efflorescence,274 i.e.,
the formation of salt crystals on the surface of a
porous medium, and microfluidic tools are key
for in situ observations of these phenomena; see
for instance, refs,275,276 or ref277 in the context
of saline precipitation hindering carbon capture
and storage processes in deep aquifers277 and
also the review in ref117 on the issue of crystal-
lization in confinement.

The case of amphiphiles/water solutions in
the configuration shown in Figure 43A has been
recently studied by Roger et al. in the con-
text of water evaporation through mammalian
skins.278,279 In such experiments shown in Fig-
ure 44, a microfluidic capillary is connected to
a reservoir containing a dilute aqueous solu-
tion of amphiphile molecules at concentration
C0. Evaporation in controlled external humid-
ity RH continuously accumulates the solutes
at the gas/liquid interface pinned at the out-
let of the capillary. At long times, the solute
concentration at the interface C? asymptoti-
cally tends to the concentration Ci correspond-
ing to the balance aw(Ci) = RH, and there is a
build up of a concentration gradient upstream.
As for microfluidic pervaporation with similar
complex fluids,250,251 as shown in Figure 35B,
evaporation allows a direct reading of the se-
quence of the self-assembled phases along the
gradient, from the dilute concentration C0 to
C? at the channel end. Such experiments can
also be exploited to extract the mutual diffu-
sion coefficient D of the amphiphiles/water so-
lution, even in the concentrated self-assembled
phases,279 again as for pervaporation in dead-
end microchannels with similar systems.251,253

Humidity-independent evaporation –
Remarkably, Roger et al. also showed that

the evaporation-induced flux J in the earlier
experiments is almost independent of relative
humidity, even over a wide RH range. This fea-
ture could furthermore explain the humidity-
independent evaporation observed across hu-
man stratum corneum.278 Such a result is due to
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Figure 44: Evaporation-induced concentration
of amphiphile molecules in a microcapillary
connected to a reservoir. The image obtained
using crossed polarizers shows a sequence of
self-assembled phases along the concentration
gradient (see the corresponding microstructures
shown below). Reproduced from ref.279 Copy-
right 2018 Royal Society of Chemistry under
CC BY 3.0 license.

the presence of a thin layer of a self-assembled
phase with low permeability at the channel
end.279 Equivalently, this humidity-insensitive
evaporation regime can be explained for any
binary mixtures for which both the solvent
chemical activity aw(C) and the mutual diffu-
sion coefficient D(C) decrease strongly at high
concentration C.280

More precisely, solute concentration at the
drying interface C? is close, in this regime, to
Ci given by aw(Ci) = RH, and the evaporation-
driven flow J ∝ (aw(C?) − RH) is thus small.
First, variations in RH result in only small
changes of Ci due to the abrupt decrease of
aw(C) at high concentration. Furthermore, the
sharp decrease of D(C) at high concentration
induces a steep concentration gradient at the
drying interface, and thus changes in RH af-
fect only a small layer of the concentration pro-
file. These two effects cause the remaining part
of the solute concentration profile, which pri-
marily contributes to the evaporation rate J , to
be shielded from RH variations, and J is thus
nearly independent of RH.279,280

4.5.3 Colloidal dispersions

Basic mechanisms – For molecular sys-
tems, the decay of the evaporation driving force
at the interface, ∝ (aw(C?) − RH), causes the
evaporation-induced flow J to continuously de-
crease over time, thus preventing the formation
of dense materials filling the whole microfluidic
channel, unlike in the case of the tangential con-
figuration discussed in section 4.4.

The case of a dispersion of nondeformable
colloidal particles is fairly different, as shown
in Figure 45 for a dead-end frontal geometry
connected to a reservoir of a dilute dispersion.
Solvent evaporation from the open end again
transports the colloids by advection up to the
interface where they accumulate. For these sys-
tems, however, the driving force of evaporation
∝ (aw − RH) does not decrease with the accu-
mulation of colloids at the channel end, because
the water chemical activity of the dispersion al-
ways remains close to that of water, aw ' 1. As
discussed in section 4.4, this feature is related
to the size ratio between the dispersed colloids
(diameter 2r ' 0.1 − 1 µm) and the solvent
molecules and holds even for concentrated and
interacting colloids.72

As indicated by eq 31, the scale of the con-
centration gradient ξe ' D/J at the channel tip
is a priori small because of the small diffusion
coefficient D of the particles, and evaporation
rapidly concentrates the particles up to the for-
mation of a closely-packed array. For nonde-
formable particles, the accumulated colloids at
the channel tip does not block evaporation be-
cause water can still flow through the dense but
porous assembly. Evaporation of the solvent
thus continuously transports the colloids from
the reservoir to the colloidal assembly that in-
vades the channel, as shown in Figure 45.

Micromolding in capillaries – As shown
in Figure 46A, such features were exploited
early on by Kim et al. to obtain crystalline ar-
rays of polymer colloids in PDMS microchan-
nels281 using the MIMIC technique (MIcro-
Molding In Capillaries).282,283 In this technique,
a microstructured PDMS layer is placed in con-
formal contact with a solid substrate to form
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Figure 45: Evaporation-induced growth of a
closely-packed array of colloids in a microchan-
nel connected to a reservoir of a dilute disper-
sion. Solvent evaporation from the outlet trans-
ports the colloids by advection at a rate J (m/s)
toward the colloidal material that invades the
channel at a rate ẋd (m/s).

a network of microchannels. These channels
are then filled by capillary action with either
a prepolymer solution or a colloidal dispersion.
Solidification inside the mold (e.g., by cross-
linking) finally leads to patterned microstruc-
tures after the mold is peeled off. In the case of
colloidal dispersions, solvent evaporation from
the open outlets, as explained schematically in
Figure 45, is key for the formation of three-
dimensional arrays of microspheres. Although
the mechanisms have not been studied in detail
in these pioneering works, Kim et al. demon-
strated the fabrication of 2D and 3D crystalline
colloidal arrays with a shape imparted by the
microstructured PDMS stamp, as shown in Fig-
ure 46B, starting from a dilute dispersion of
polystyrene microspheres.281

Similar ideas were exploited later by Zeng and
Harrison for producing self-assembled colloidal
crystals in PDMS microchannels playing the
role of three-dimensional nanofluidic sieves for
electrophoretic separation of biomolecules.284

Ordered colloidal lattices with narrow pore-
size distribution were obtained using monodis-
perse silica particles of different diameters,
which allowed optimal protein separation.285

The same group also demonstrated the fabri-
cation of bidisperse colloidal lattices in PDMS
microchannels starting from binary mixtures of
polystyrene and silica particles of different di-
ameters, again in the context of on-chip elec-

(B)(A)

Figure 46: (A) MIMIC technique illustrated
here with prepolymers infiltrating a microstruc-
tured PDMS stamp (blue) deposited on a
solid substrate. Adapted with permission from
ref.283 Copyright 2007 Springer Nature. SEM
images of evaporation-induced patterned mi-
crostructures obtained using MIMIC and dilute
dispersions of microspheres. Adapted with per-
mission from ref.281 Copyright 1996 John Wiley
and Sons.

trophoretic separation of proteins.286

Colloidal membranes – In these works,
capillary action is used to fill the network
of channels with a dilute dispersion, and the
growth of the colloidal assembly often begins at
the outlet of the chip where the air/dispersion
interface pins. To make the most of the pos-
sibilities offered by microfluidic tools, and par-
ticularly the control of geometries, Choi et al.
showed that evaporation-induced colloidal as-
semblies can be fabricated at any location of
a PDMS microfluidic chip,287 using a section
of a shallower microchannel (typical heights 5–
10 µm) with a specific geometry to play the role
of a capillary stop valve as shown in Figure 47.

With this design and dilute colloidal disper-
sions, Choi et al. demonstrated, using only cap-
illary action, the pinning of the air/dispersion
interface at the junction between the shal-
low and the deep channels and the subsequent
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Figure 47: Evaporation-induced assembly of a
nanoporous membrane at a specific location in
a PDMS microfluidic chip. (a)–(c) Capillary ac-
tion is used to fill the channels with a dilute dis-
persion from channel-A, and the air/dispersion
interface pins at the junction between the shal-
low channel and the deep channel-B. (d-f)
Evaporation concentrates the colloidal build-
ing blocks upstream of the interface, up to the
formation of a colloidal membrane with a pre-
cise spatial extent. Reproduced with permis-
sion from ref.288 Copyright 2015 Royal Society
of Chemistry.

evaporation-driven growth of a porous colloidal
array in the shallow portion. These colloidal
arrays, whose spatial extent is precisely de-
fined by the geometry of the shallow channels,
then act as nanoporous colloidal membranes
in the PDMS microchannel. The successive
fabrication in the same PDMS chip of multi-
ple colloidal membranes, possibly with different
physicochemical functionalities, has opened the
way to advanced applications as discussed later.

With standard polystyrene microspheres of
micrometer diameter, Choi et al. fabricated
' 300 µm thick colloidal membranes around a
microcompartment in a PDMS chip287 as shown
in Figure 48A. Flows of chemicals in the sur-

rounding channels upstream of the membranes
then generate steady gradients inside the cen-
tral microchamber, allowing for fundamental
studies on bacteria chemotaxis with minimized
convection.

(A)

(B)

Figure 48: Colloidal membranes. (A) Six
nanoporous colloidal membranes surrounding a
microcompartment (scale bars: 400 µm and
25 µm) for generating stable gradients in the
central chamber using flows of chemicals in the
external channels. Adapted with permission
from ref.287 Copyright 2012 Royal Society of
Chemistry. (B) Array of triangular chambers
with schematic self-assembled particle mem-
branes (SAPMs) (a-b). Build-up of the SAPM
in the shallow channels separating channel-A
from channel-B (c). Membranes are then used
to concentrate cells from channel B by evap-
oration (air in channel-A), and oil flowing in
channel B finally compartmentalizes the trian-
gular chambers for chemostat-like cultivation.
Adapted with permission from ref.289 Copyright
2016 Royal Society of Chemistry.

The same technique with similar colloidal
building blocks (polystyrene colloids) has also
been used to fabricate self-assembled particle
membranes in PDMS chips for studies on bacte-
rial cells in microchambers,289 as shown in Fig-
ure 48B. After fabrication of the colloidal mem-
branes, evaporation downstream of the mem-
brane enhanced by an air stream is used to
accumulate bacterial cells upstream. An oil
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flow then makes it possible to compartmental-
ize the accumulated cells in a small volume de-
fined by the channels geometry upstream of the
membrane; see the triangular chambers in Fig-
ure 48B. The colloidal membrane is then used
to deliver nutrients to this microfluidic com-
partment using liquid solutions flowing down-
stream, as for chemostat-like cultivation in a
bioreactor.289 Arrays of such microfluidic biore-
actors (16×4) were also reported recently with
the same technique and used for the screening
of microbial cells with dynamic programming of
cell-culture environments.290

These same colloidal membranes have also
been used to exploit the properties of their
nanoporous interstices as a network of charged
nanochannels, the so-called concept of nanoflu-
idic crystals.291 These nanofluidic crystals can
then play the role of nanofiltration or ion-
exchange membranes. For instance, Syed et
al. used evaporation to integrate dense ar-
rays of silica nanoparticles into a PDMS chip
thus acting as a cation-selective membrane be-
tween two channels, with sub-50 nm junc-
tions.292 Such colloidal membranes were again
fabricated at specific locations of the chip us-
ing sections of shallower channels (submicrom-
eter in this case), and capillary trapping of
the air/dispersion interface. On-chip electroki-
netic preconcentration of biomolecules was then
demonstrated with such cation-selective mem-
branes.292 Similar studies were also reported
by Choi et al. with local observations of the
ion concentration polarization (ICP) phenom-
ena close to the colloidal membrane using fluo-
rescence microscopy.293 Using titanium dioxide
nanoparticles, Choi et al. also demonstrated the
possibility to turn the nature of the colloidal
membrane, from cation- to anion-exchange,
simply by varying the pH controlling the sur-
face charge of the nanoparticles. In these works,
microfluidic tools are key not only to control
the location and geometry of the evaporation-
driven colloid assembly but also to control the
environment and subsequent local analysis of
the ionic transport using, for example, fluores-
cence microscopy.

The same group also reported using the same
technique on a reverse electrodialysis (RED)

microfluidic platform with a single cation-
exchange colloidal membrane separating two
PDMS channels,288 see Figure 49A and ref294

for a similar concept also based on nanofluidic
crystals but fabricated in a micropore through
a silicon membrane. Such chips harvest elec-
tric energy from the Gibbs free energy associ-
ated with the ion concentration gradient across
the membrane, the so-called concept of blue
or osmotic energy including both pressure re-
tarded osmosis and RED. To increase the con-
version efficiency, Wang et al. then demon-
strated a RED nanofluidic platform for energy
harvesting, by fabricating alternating stacks
of colloidal cation- and anion-exchange mem-
branes in a PDMS chip starting from positively
and negatively charged nanoparticles; see Fig-
ure 49B.295

At large scales, RED offers great potential
in terms of energy harvesting, given the abun-
dance of salt and freshwater sources, but re-
mains primarily limited by the low permeability
of current ion-exchange membranes.296 Several
works exploiting the most advanced nanoflu-
idic tools have shown how to significantly in-
crease energy conversion using diffusio-osmosis
transport through highly charged nanoporous
materials; see, e.g., ref.297 It is possible that
the aforementioned techniques for making
nanoporous membranes in microfluidic chan-
nels starting from tailor-made nanoparticles
can be used to screen promising future materi-
als for blue energy harvesting.

To conclude this quick overview of the work
on colloidal membranes fabricated by evapora-
tion, Choi et al. also used the same evaporation-
based technique to integrate asymmetric col-
loidal membranes in PDMS chips, ultimately
acting as high current ionic diodes.298 These
nonlinear nanofluidic components can also be
used for advanced transport of ions and wa-
ter fluxes in nanoscale channels, and they show
promising features to overcome several limita-
tions related to blue energy conversion.296

4.5.4 Unidirectional drying

Kinetics of growth – The works cited ear-
lier, from the first demonstration by Kim et al.
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(B)

(A)

Figure 49: Harvesting energy using colloidal
membranes. (A) PDMS chip integrating a
cation-exchange nanochannel network mem-
brane separating two parallel channels. This
chip is able to harvest electric energy from
the salinity gradient across the membrane.
Adapted with permission from ref.288 Copyright
2015 Royal Society of Chemistry. (B) Same
technology but with one stack of alternating
cation- and anion-exchange nanochannel net-
work membranes fabricated using evaporation-
induced assembly. Dyes (blue and pink) allow
a better visualization of the fluid channels sep-
arated by the colloidal membranes. Adapted
with permission from ref.295 Copyright 2018 El-
sevier.

using MIMIC (Figure 46B) to the microfluidic
energy harvesting platform developed by Wang
et al. (Figure 49A), have primarily focused on
the advanced applications offered by the inte-
gration of evaporation-induced growth of col-
loidal micromaterials into microfluidic chips.
Many other works, on the other hand, focused
on the study of the growth mechanisms of the
densely-packed colloidal array. In the simple
picture described by Figure 45, often referred
to as unidirectional drying, the growth rate of
the colloidal micromaterial is a priori constant
because water can still flow through the inter-
stices of the colloidal material, and the evapora-
tion rate J thus remains constant. The colloid
mass balance then indicates the growth rate as

follows:

Cdẋd ' C0J , (32)

with Cd being the concentration of the densely-
packed colloids. This relation is analogous to
eq 27 describing the tangential configuration,
except that the evaporation rate J only de-
pends on mass transport in the gas phase up-
stream of the gas/liquid interface, and thus can-
not be geometrically-controlled as for the tan-
gential geometry using pervaporation.

The linear growth predicted by eq 32, xd α t,
was observed only for dispersions of unde-
formable particles of large diameter (> 100 nm)
in experiments using custom-made 1D mi-
crofluidic cells or simple capillaries connected
to a reservoir (see Figure 44 for a similar
setup).299,300 On the other hand, square root
growth, xd α t

1/2, has been reported repeatedly
for smaller nanoparticles that are also unde-
formable.286,301 This effect has been attributed
to the receding of the air/water nanomenisci
within the interstices of the dense colloidal ar-
ray at the channel tip,302,303 similarly to the
drying out of a single capillary discussed in sec-
tion 3.1 and shown in Figure 5C. As for the case
of nanochannels mentioned in section 3.1.7, the
decrease of the local partial vapor pressure p? in
the gas phase due to the strong curvature of the
nanomenisci (Kelvin-Laplace equation, eq 12) is
also likely to play a role as discussed in ref.304

The kinetics of directional drying have also
been recently studied for the case of micro-
gel dispersions using the same setup shown in
Figure 44.305 Directional drying concentrates
these microgels up to volume fractions higher
than the close-packing of hard-spheres due to
their ability to deform and interpenetrate. For
these highly deformable particles, the mecha-
nisms described in section 4.5.2 for molecular
mixtures279,280 again apply and lead to drying
kinetics that are almost independent of the am-
bient relative humidity, however with the pres-
ence of a drying front (at low volume fraction)
due to their colloidal nature.

Solidification of colloidal dispersions –
Furthermore, the unidirectional drying sce-
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nario described by Figure 45 does not in-
clude the complexity associated with the so-
lidification of colloidal dispersions, and many
groups tested this scenario again using custom-
made microfluidic cells or even simple capil-
laries. These experiments are mainly moti-
vated by fundamental questions concerning the
drying of dispersions,306 particularly of thin
colloidal films.307 Among this wide literature,
one can cite fundamental studies on cracks
and delamination due to the buildup of ten-
sile stresses during the solidification of the dis-
persion,301–303,308–313 or studies on structural
anisotropy due to the formation of a colloidal
glass before the colloid-close packing.217,314–316

Other groups also focused on the role of long-
range repulsive interactions on mass trans-
port,254,317,318 or even on solutal free convection
due to the presence of horizontal density gradi-
ents.319,320

Directional drying of colloidal dispersions also
often allows one to obtain dense and large
arrays with a quasi-perfect crystalline order,
which would be difficult to obtain by any other
means; see, e.g., Figure 46B. This high degree
of ordering can be due to the fact that the
flow itself drives the particles toward a denser
packing, as shown for weakly Brownian and
monodisperse colloids.321 Colloidal interactions
and Brownian motion, however, are also likely
to play a role for smaller colloids, as shown re-
cently in a configuration similar to microfluidic
directional drying.322 In any case, a comprehen-
sive understanding of the role of confinement
and colloidal interactions (which can also lead
to crystalline structures, but in equilibrium) on
the degree of ordering of the colloids in the out-
of-equilibrium configuration of directional dry-
ing is still lacking to this day.

Toward microfluidic screening? – Most
of the works mentioned earlier are based on
local observations of unidirectional drying of
colloidal dispersions in custom-made confined
cells or in simple capillaries and thus do not ex-
ploit the possibilities offered by the microfabri-
cation tools, especially the simultaneous screen-
ing of multiple conditions in networks of chan-
nels. Note also that we have not listed closely

related works such as drying of colloidal disper-
sions in confined or sessile drops, see for exam-
ple refs,323,324 because the drying interface is no
more fixed in these cases, even if the same mech-
anisms as for unidirectional drying are expected
a priori. For these reasons, we do not pro-
vide a full review of these works, and we believe
that the development of dedicated microfluidic
chips, allowing in particular for screening dif-
ferent geometries or different evaporation rates
on the same chip, would constitute a potential
advance in this field. On the other hand, such
a technical development must be done with the
constraint that these chips would be single use.

5 Conclusion and outlook

In this review, we have provided a compre-
hensive overview of evaporation, pervaporation
and osmosis and their applications in microflu-
idic devices. As highlighted throughout the
text, the unequaled control of transport phe-
nomena and the high surface/volume ratio at
the microfluidic scales make it possible to ex-
ploit these three processes in the best conditions
for applications ranging from passive pumping
to solute concentration. One of the goals of
this review was to provide a unified and sim-
plistic framework to describe these phenomena,
notably solute concentration, using transport
equations in 1D geometries. This approach al-
lowed for linking the different applications in-
dependently of the process considered, as well
as highlighting the importance of the geometry
and the physicochemical nature of the solutes,
especially molecular solutions versus colloidal
dispersions.

In this simplified approach, however, we have
not addressed the case of more complex mi-
crofluidic geometries, 2D or even 3D, which
would require mass transport modeling using
specific numerical tools. This would include,
for example, flows induced by pervaporation,
evaporation, or osmosis in complex channel net-
works (see for example Figure 15 in the case of
pervaporation), or solute accumulation in mi-
crofluidic geometries where 3D effects would
be non-negligible (e.g., intense tangential flows
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in the configurations presented in Figure 24B).
Beyond this complexity linked to the geome-
try of microfluidic configurations, which can
lead to significant improvements in mass trans-
port, it seems to us that the major problems
where advances are expected concern the fol-
lowing: (i) mass transport phenomena in com-
plex fluids and notably their modeling, (ii) the
integration of membranes with advanced func-
tionalities into microfluidic devices, and (iii) the
bioinspired design of complex passive transport
processes, as will be discussed later.

Transport phenomena in complex fluids
– As reviewed in section 4, microfluidic evap-
oration, pervaporation and osmosis have of-
ten been exploited beyond applications for fun-
damental studies on mass transport in com-
plex fluids. However, all the complexity as-
sociated with increasing concentration of so-
lutes in a complex fluid up to its solidification
has rarely been fully addressed with these mi-
crofluidic tools. This is, for instance, the case
of multicomponent mixtures where gradients of
molecular species,325 but also of small parti-
cles in the case of binary dispersions,326 can
induce diffusio-phoretic transport of large col-
loidal particles. This interfacially-driven trans-
port can lead to various applications such as
membraneless water filtration327 or removal of
particles in dead-end pores.328 Diffusio-phoresis
and diffusio-osmosis undoubtedly play an im-
portant role in all the out-of-equilibrium con-
figurations presented in this review when mul-
ticomponent mixtures are considered, but these
transport phenomena have often been described
only for extremely dilute dispersions of large
particles in molecular gradients. The microflu-
idic tools presented throughout section 4, in
particular those based on evaporation and per-
vaporation, could then be cleverly used to study
these phenomena but in concentrated complex
fluids, a regime for which there is, to our knowl-
edge, no complete theoretical description (role
of rheology, coupling with possible phase tran-
sitions, etc.). Such knowledge could then be ex-
ploited to engineer stratified micromaterials us-
ing the microfluidic techniques thoroughly dis-
cussed in sections 4.4.4 and 4.5.3, similar to

the stratification observed during the drying of
polymer/colloid blend films.329

Similar issues of advanced transport phenom-
ena also arise in describing the concentration of
dispersions of charge-stabilized particles up to
their solidification in the microfluidic configura-
tions discussed in section 4. To our knowledge,
there is no complete description of the cou-
pled dynamics of colloids/ions in such experi-
ments where electrokinetic effects can occur,317

as for the nanofluidic crystals291 mentioned in
section 4.5.3. Once again, the microfluidic tools
presented in this review could be relevant, espe-
cially those integrating nanoporous membranes
allowing one to control separately the concen-
tration of colloidal particles from that of ionic
species.

The same tools could also prove useful to
study the occurrence of mechanical stresses dur-
ing the solidification of a complex fluid, as
mentioned notably in section 4.4.4. For ex-
ample, the mechanical deformations of the mi-
crofluidic chip matrix itself could be used to
probe and quantify these mechanical stresses,
as demonstrated by Xu et al. in the context
of unidirectional drying311,312 or by Boulogne
and Stone for sessile drops deposited on elas-
tomeric sheets.330 The occurrence of mechani-
cal stresses during 1D drying-induced solifidica-
tion of a colloidal dispersion has been described
theoretically by Style and Peppin by coupling
mass transport in the fluid dispersion with lin-
ear poroelastic modeling of the colloidal gel that
forms during consolidation.331 However, to our
knowledge, there is no complete theoretical de-
scription of mass transport allowing one to de-
scribe in a continuous way the occurrence of me-
chanical stresses in the geometries considered in
this review for any complex fluid (dispersions,
polymer mixtures, etc.), including in particular
nonlinear poroelasticity.332

Advanced membrane integration – Some
of the research avenues mentioned throughout
this review are often hampered by the ease of
integration of membranes into microfluidic sys-
tems. Regarding pervaporation, for example,
most of the microfluidic works listed earlier use
water permeation through PDMS and therefore
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do not fully exploit the wide range of membrane
materials developed so far,49 especially for the
optimization of the removal of water from or-
ganic solvents.48 The integration of nanoporous
membranes with advanced functionalities is an-
other example, and the methods presented in
section 4.5.3 based on evaporation-induced fab-
rication of colloidal membranes have enabled
the miniaturization of advanced membrane pro-
cesses such as energy harvesting by RED.295

The same colloidal membranes could also be
used to screen phase diagrams of complex fluids
or to design micromaterials, in a similar way to
the methods presented in sections 4.3 and 4.4,
but with an additional control on the molecu-
lar species because the latter can pass through
the nanoporosity of the membrane. In this con-
text, integration of hydrogel-based membranes
with controlled nanoporosity195,198–200 and sur-
face charge density196,333 could probably help
to make similar studies. The nonlinear poroe-
lastic modeling mentioned earlier332 (see also
ref128) in the context of the solidification of col-
loidal dispersions could prove essential for mod-
eling water permeation through possibly highly
deformable hydrogel membranes covalently an-
chored within microfluidic channels.

Further, the recent development of biomimetic
membranes integrating either biological chan-
nels (e.g., membrane proteins such as aqua-
porins) or artificial channels (nanotubes, 2D
materials, etc.) opens the way to unequaled
performances for both permeability and selec-
tivity for numerous applications.27,50–53 The
integration or even fabrication of such mem-
branes within microfluidic devices undoubtedly
could considerably improve the processes dis-
cussed in this review (e.g., microfluidic osmotic
pumping at high rates) but could also open the
way to new innovative studies or applications.

Toward bioinspired processes – Through-
out this review, we have used the thread of
plant physics to illustrate our points about
evaporation, pervaporation, and osmosis.
These processes have often been considered
separately in this review, but it is clear that
their coupling on a single microfluidic chip
could be relevant. This is notably the case for

synthetic trees, for which coupling evaporation
and forward osmosis on the same chip could
lead to further studies on the possible inter-
play between evapotranspiration and osmotic
transport of sugars in vascular plants.66,76

Beyond the physics of plants, the machin-
ery of the living world is another fertile source
of inspiration for complex processes. In this
context for example, Marbach and Bocquet re-
cently demonstrated using physical arguments
that the coupling between osmosis and active
membrane transport of ionic species plays a
key role in explaining the efficiency of the kid-
ney filtration process.334 In the living world,
osmosis plays a particularly important role:
osmotic swelling and bursting of lipid vesi-
cles335,336 or migration of cells in confined mi-
croenvironments,337 and here again, microflu-
idic tools have proven essential to probe these
phenomena in situ and under controlled condi-
tions. In the more specific context of organs-on-
chips,32–34 differences in osmotic pressures can
also a priori induce osmotic flows across tissue
membranes, in configurations sometimes simi-
lar to those discussed throughout this review
for synthetic membranes (see, e.g., Figure 28B).
On the other hand, it is clear that membranes
made by tissue engineering present a fascinat-
ing complexity (biological functions, deforma-
bility, biological development, etc.) that de-
serves further investigations to go beyond the
basic mechanisms discussed in this review. In
any case, bioinspired couplings combined with
easy integration of advanced membranes, either
biomimetic or tissue, into microfluidic systems
could probably pave the way for the design of
new, efficient, passive mass transport processes.
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